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Expectations of Experiences and Setting Attributes: An Importance-Performance Analysis
o f Wilderness visitors (115 pp.)
Chairman: Steve McCool

For this study factor (Principle Components Analysis) and K-means cluster analysis
statistical procedures were performed on wilderness visitor experiential data. The results
o f these procedures were then incorporated into the analysis of wilderness setting
attributes importance and performance. The affect of participation in the activities of
mountaineering, backpacking and day use were also examined.
Factor analysis of the data resulted in the identification of three important wilderness
visitor experience domains: 1) Solitude/Close to Nature, 2) Challenge/Improvement, and
3) Convenience/Safety. Through the cluster analysis process four distinct clusters
(groups) of wilderness visitors were classified based on similarities of importance placed
on individual experience domains. These four clusters were: 1) Adventurers, 2)
Enthusiasts, 3) Passive Players, and 4) Escapists. Participation in the activities of
mountaineering, backpacking, and day use were examined, in relation to these four
clusters, and significant differences were identified.
Finally, mean scores of wilderness setting attributes importance and performance
(satisfaction), in direct relation to each of the four clusters, were graphically displayed on
the Importance-Performance action grid It was determined that Importance-Performance
analysis, combined with factor and cluster analysis, are valuable tools in determining
wilderness visitor expectations of experiences and setting attributes
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Wilderness managers are faced with making decisions regarding a large diversity of issues.
These often far reaching and complex questions cover a range of problems dealing with,
for example, public and agency wilderness education, air pollution, and ecosystem
integrity. In recent surveys of wilderness managers (Robertson, 1984; Watson et al.,
1987) the two most prevalent issues voiced by managers were 1) resource impacts as a
result o f large numbers of visitors using wilderness areas and 2) providing opportunities
for high quality visitor experiences with a substantial lack of funding and workforce.

Strategies for wilderness management and research have shifted from the regulation of
numbers of visitors (e.g. use limitations) to examining resource conditions and visitors
experiences (Brown, McCool, & Manfredo, 1985). It may, for example, be more
appropriate to attempt to match the experiences visitors are seeking to the setting
attributes that facilitate those positive experiences. Driver and Brown's (1975; 1978)
model o f recreation demand and supply gives a general framework that implies there is a
relationship between what people do (activity), the place where they do it (setting), and
what they get out of doing it (experience). Activities are behaviors such as day hiking,
rock climbing, and mountaineering. A setting is described as a location where activities
occur and include all the physical, social and managerial attributes of these places
(Manfredo, Driver, & Brown, 1986). The physical setting is comprised of the
biophysical and cultural resources and, though rare in wilderness, may contain structures
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such as roads and operational facilities. The social setting contains the recreation visitor
and their associated behaviors, pets and recreation equipment. Rules and regulations, the
managerial use of equipment, presence of personnel, and educational services all comprise
the managerial setting (Driver et al., 1987). Experiences are defined as the packages o f
specific psychological outcomes realized from recreational engagements (Manfredo,
Driver, & Brown, 1986).

The relationships that exist between activities, settings, and derived experiences are
complex. Clark and Stankey (1979) call for "further investigations of these relationships."
Similarly, Driver et al. (1987) state that more research is needed to determine how realized
recreation experiences are a function of differing activities and settings. Demand for
recreation has traditionally been linked to the ability to participate in particular types of
activities. As such, studies designed to examine the relationship between desired
experiences and recreation activity are more common (Brown & Haas, 1980). However,
it is important to recognize that even though there are relationships between desired
experiences and the pursuit o f particular types of activities, that some categories of
experiences seem to be important to recreation visitors regardless of the type of activity
pursued (Virden & Knopf, 1989).

The linkages that exist between recreation experiences and settings have not been as
thoroughly researched (Schreyer et al., 1985), even though this need was recognized
early in outdoor recreation studies (see Clawson and Knetsch, 1966; Outdoor Recreation
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Resources Review Commission, 1962). There seems to be a lack of emerging themes and
consensus on the relationships between settings and experiences (Driver, et al., 1987;
Knopf, 1987). Brown and Ross (1982), in research designed to predict visitor's
preference for ROS (Recreation Opportunity Spectrum)-based setting classes, suggest that
"the most accurate examination of this relationship can occur by controlling for activity
type". Whatever the case may be, it is important to recognize that a variety of experience
types may exist for any given setting (including those settings that exist in wilderness).

One o f the important goals o f recreation management is to provide a continuing flow of
satisfying experiences to the public (McCool, Stankey, & Clark, 1985). Assuming a valid
experience/setting relationship exists, then one concludes that a wilderness visitor's
expectations of setting conditions are important considerations in estimating overall
satisfaction with their wilderness experience (Brown, McCool, & Manfredo, 1985). It is
an individual's expectation that participation in certain activities in particular types of
settings will lead to a desired experience (Lawler, 1973).

The type o f experience a wilderness visitor receives is in part a function of the level of
satisfaction derived from the setting and associated attributes. When this participation
results in the realization that expectations were or were not met a particular level of
achieved satisfaction will result. It stands to reason then that the condition of important
setting attributes (those attributes wilderness visitors place their highest expectations) will
significantly influence the outcome of their overall wilderness experience.
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Wilderness managers try to provide the opportunity to achieve a satisfying recreational
experience while at the same time staying within the constraints set forth by wilderness
law and ethics. Without appropriate information on the type and condition of setting
attributes that satisfy wilderness visitors, managers may be forced to make intuitive rather
than informed decisions.

Wilderness areas contain unique setting characteristics and attract visitors that differ in
what they seek (Brown & Haas, 1980). These visitors bring with them expectations o f
certain types of benefits and exhibit differing behaviors (McCool and Reilly, 1993).
Past research indicates that management opinions of visitor expectations often differ from
the actual preferences and behaviors of those visitors (Lucas, 1964; Hendee & Harris,
1970; Clark et al., 1971; and Peterson, 1974). For example. Brown and Haas (1980), in a
study conducted o f wilderness visitors to the Rawah Wilderness in Colorodo, found five
different types of visitors using this particular area. Management intuition alone may not
have resulted in an adequate representation of these five types of visitors to the area.
Research is important in determining what types of wilderness visitors are using particular
areas.

It is likely that wilderness visitors, with a diversity of experience preferences, could
potentially differ in their ratings of setting attributes that are important to attaining the
experiences they seek. Virden and Knopf (1989), studying the complexity of relationships
between activity preference, desired experiences, and environmental setting preferences.
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found that experience expectations were "contingent on setting preferences." McCool and
Reilly (1993) also examined the relationship between expected experiences and
preferences for particular types of setting attributes. It was found that Montana state park
visitors varied by the experiences they sought and that importance ratings of setting
attributes also differed on ten of the 17 attributes presented to them.

With this type of information on experience expectations, correlations could be made to
the resource, social, and managerial setting attributes that facilitate positive experiences
for a diverse group o f visitors. In relevant context, this study investigates wilderness
experience outcomes as a function of visitor expectations of, and satisfaction with,
important setting attributes.

Problem Definition and Statement
When wilderness setting attributes meet an individual's expectations a positive, satisfying
wilderness experience can occur. As long as certain conditions are met and people are
satisfied with their desired experience they will cling to their expectations (Wilson et al.,
1989). It is, on the other hand, possible that individual expectations of setting attributes
will not be realized, thus affecting the visitor's level of satisfaction with their wilderness
experience.

Herein lies the basis of the problem for many wilderness areas. Matching satisfying
experiences with appropriate opportunities requires managers to know what the
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wilderness visitor expects (Clark & Stankey, 1979), Research shows that visitor
satisfaction is a function o f expectations related to certain important attributes and
measurements of visitor satisfaction with those attributes (Martilia & James, 1977) In
other words, it does little good to know that a wilderness visitor is satisfied with a
particular setting attribute if one does not know the level of importance placed on that
attribute. Wilderness managers may be providing opportunities to experience satisfaction
with particular setting attributes when they could be focusing on attributes deemed more
important to the wilderness visitor.

In the advent of today's dwindling wilderness budgets and increased work loads, it
becomes necessary to identify those setting attributes that are most important to the
wilderness visitor and most easily addressed by management. The best attributes would be
those that reflect the needs and preferences o f the wilderness visitor and feature the
natural and cultural elements of the area (Hollenhorst & Olson, 1992).

If the types of setting attributes most important to the wilderness visitor can be identified,
wilderness professionals could best optimize the management of those attributes to
provide opportunities for satisfying experiences (Virden & Schreyer, 1988), As such, it is
important to determine the types o f setting attributes which facilitate positive realizations
o f expectations, ultimately affecting the visitors overall wilderness experience.
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In summary, the question this paper will address is: ff^at are the expected setting
attributes that facilitate positive experiences fo r differing groups o f wilderness visitors,
and how satisfied are these visitors with those setting attributes?

Objectives
The underlying goal of this study is to give wilderness professionals information about the
importance and condition of specific setting attributes, as determined by the wilderness
visitor, that enhances the opportunity for them to experience satisfaction with their
wilderness outing.

The study objectives are to;
1.

identify wilderness visitor segments;

2.

determine what setting attributes are important to wilderness visitor segments;

3.

determine the level of satisfaction with important setting attributes;

4.

provide information to wilderness professionals as to what types of setting
attributes visitors find important; and

5.

provide information to wilderness professionals on how satisfied wilderness
visitors are with their expectations of those important setting attributes.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Expectations, Performance, and Satisfaction
Starting in the mid 1960's marketing researchers began to study the relationships between
product performance and expectations (Anderson & Hair, 1972; Cardozo, 1965;
Olshavsky & Miller, 1973). The general theoretical assumption was that when making a
purchase a consumer would formulate expectations as to what the future performance of
that product would be (Engel et al., 1973; Howard & Sheth, 1969; Nicosia, 1966).
Following purchase, consumers would then compare the performance of that item to how
they expected it to perform. The general finding was that if a product performed as well
or better than expected it would result in satisfaction. If product performance was below
expectations the consumer would be dissatisfied. It was not until the mid 1970's,
however, that researchers began to empirically test the relationship between expectations,
performance, and satisfaction (Hollenhorst et al., 1992).

Swan and Combs (1976) conducted one o f the first empirical studies to establish this
relationship. They combined what they defined as "two streams of research and
conceptualization: (1) the concept that satisfaction results from the fulfillment of
expectations; and (2) the idea that consumers judge products on a limited set of attributes,
some o f which are relatively important in determining satisfaction, while others are not
critical to consumer satisfaction but are related to dissatisfaction when
performance on them is unsatisfactory."
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In their study Swan and Combs suggested that the salient dimensions of product
performance consumers feel are important are limited by consumer conceptions and
perceptions. One line of thought was adopted from Thayer (1968) who explains that
performance dimensions are part of "human thought and experiences", and as such, just
because a particular attribute (i.e. solitude) of a product (i.e. wilderness) seems important
to a manager does not necessarily mean that attribute is salient to the consumer (i.e.
wilderness visitor), who may not be aware or expect to find that attribute associated with
the product. The second line of thought was an extension of Myers and Alpert's (1968)
research findings that only a limited set of "determinant attributes" (i.e. important
attributes) are influential in choosing between alternatives and relevant to product
satisfaction. The results of the study strongly supported Swan and Combs initial
hypothesis that satisfaction results when important attribute performance fulfills
expectations, while dissatisfaction results when the performance of important attributes
was less than expected. In order to determine consumer product satisfaction and/or
dissatisfaction it becomes apparent that consumer input is essential

Importance-Performance Analysis
Martilla and James (1977) expanded on the concept that consumer input is essential in
stating that a successful marketing program must involve the consumer. They developed
a technique that would measure product attribute importance and performance, as judged
by the consumer, and serve as a useful tool in evaluating the effectiveness of marketing
programs.
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In other words, the consumer was finally being asked (Guadagnolo, 1985):
What attributes are important?
How important are the attributes?
How well did the agency perform on delivering each attribute (measured by
consumer satisfaction)?

This technique, termed importance-pefformance analysis, simplified what Martilla and
James (1977) felt was a common problem of translating results of attribute research into
action. The researchers determined that two factors contributed significantly to this
difficulty in understanding the results of marketing research.
These two factors were:
1.

The results o f research were often being statistically expressed in very
sophisticated and complex ways, such as "coefficients of determination" and
"levels of stress".

2.

Researchers were separately examining attribute importance or attribute
performance, while research had "empirically demonstrated that satisfaction is a
function of expectations related to certain important attributes and attribute
performance".

To address these two factors they developed an easily understood method of graphically
displaying research results onto a two-dimensional grid. The way in which this technique
works is that the means or medians o f attribute importance and performance ratings are
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projected onto a two-dimensional importance-performance action grid (Figure 1)
consisting of four quadrants labeled .

A.

Concentrate Here
This area is the most critical to consumer satisfaction and should receive
management priority. It includes attributes of high importance that were
rated low in performance. Consumer expectations are not being met.

B.

Keep Up The Good Work
Consumer expectations are being met if they fall into this category
Attributes here are high in importance and high in performance. Managers
are doing a good job of providing these attributes.

C.

Low Priority
Some additional attention is needed to adequately provide these attributes.
However, they ranked lower in performance and importance, meaning
consumers have lower overall expectations of these attributes and as such
warrant less of an effort by management.

D

Possible Overkill
In this category attributes are of lower importance but were rated high in
performance. In other words, consumer expectations are being met for
attributes that are relatively non-import ant to their achieving satisfaction
with the product. Managers may want to direct their efforts and resources
to attributes of higher importance.
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Extremely Important

Concentrate Here

Keep Up The Good Work

Low

High
Performance

Performance

Low Priorltv

P o ssib le Overkill

Slightly Important

Figure 1. Importance-Performance Grid (adapted from Martilla & James, 1977)

The mean/median of each importance attribute is matched with the corresponding
performance mean/median and plotted on the importance-performance matrix.
Importance is measured on the vertical axis and performance on the horizontal. Analysis
o f the grid begins with systematically looking at each attribute in order of its importance,
moving from the top of the grid to the bottom. Special consideration should be given to
extreme outliers on the grid because they represent the greatest separation between
importance and performance and may be a major cause of consumer dissatisfaction
(Martilla & James, 1977). For example, an extreme outlier may be located in the upper
left-hand comer of the concentrate here quadrant. In this case the consumer is placing a
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great amount of importance on a particular product attribute and is finding very low levels
o f satisfaction with that attribute. As such, this large separation could represent a major
factor affecting overall consumer satisfaction with a particular product.

Issues Associated with Importance-Performance Analysis
Martilla and James (1977) debated the use of means as opposed to medians. They felt
that as long as "both values are computed and these values consistently appear close" that
means were preferable because of the additional amount of information they contain
They did, however, contend that medians measure a central tenancy and may be
"theoretically" preferable because a true interval scale may not exist.

Since Martilla and James' initial development of the importance-performance analysis
process, there have been numerous other debates on whether to use means or medians
(Dawson & Buerger, 1992; Guadagnolo, 1985; Hollenhorst et al., 1992; Mengak et al.,
1986; O'Leary et al., 1981). The review of this literature results in what appears to be the
use o f both, dependent on whether or not the calculated means and medians for the data
are reasonably close. Some authors have even gone to the point of suggesting that self
stated discriptor plotting methods (i.e. means and medians) should not be used and argued
the possibility of using Pearson's correlation coefficient and Spearman's rank-order to
reflect greater accuracy (Duray & Crompton, 1984; Neslin, 1981).
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Also brought out in Martilla and James' (1977) initial development of importanceperformance analysis was the issue related to where the "cross-hairs" for the horizontal
and vertical grid axis should be positioned (called the origin). The positioning of the
origin is a matter of judgment and will have a very significant impact on the results of
research findings regardless of the statistics being used (Guadagnolo, 1985). McCool
(personal communication, 1995) states that the "placing of the origin is crucial because it
can lead to very different interpretations of individual points. Points could lie in entirely
different quadrants based on the methods used to identify the origin." Hollenhorst et al.
(1992) explains that most of the studies in the past have positioned the cross-hairs at the
mid-point of the scale used (i.e. placed at 4 on a 7-point scale). Martilla and James (1977)
stress, however, that the "value of the approach lies in identifying relative, rather than
absolute, levels of importance and performance. " (A more detailed explanation of origin
positioning for this study will be presented in Chapter 3-Methods.)

Visitor Segmentation Based on Expected Experiences
With all types of analysis procedures that deal with people, including ImportancePerformance Analysis, it is necessary to first understand who it is that you are actually
analyzing. It was this idea that first brought about the recognition that it was
inappropriate to put everyone into one large apparently homogenous group. Researchers
began to look at segmenting people by what types of expectations they had about a
particular product (eg. recreation/wilderness).
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Wagar (1966) touched on the idea of segmenting visitors by expected experiences when
he stated that "Our objective is to provide benefit and this comes about only through the
satisfaction of needs, however, since most needs are learned and are highly personal, we
must provide for many different needs. " What this means is that if we, as recreation
professionals, provide for the "average" desire we would not be providing the opportunity
for a large number of visitors to attain the experience they are expecting out o f their
recreation engagement. In an article written about campers to five New York State
campgrounds Shafer (1969) pursues even further the notion of "the average camper that
does not exist." This study basically confirmed that there exists a large diversity of
recreation visitors where variations in such things as preference for campground design,
social characteristics, and economic characteristics are almost, if not always, present

Recently, benefit segmentation has become prevalent in studies dealing with a number of
issues in tourism and recreation. Benefit segmentation groups people based on a common
package of social psychological outcomes of a recreational purchase (Moisey & McCool,
1990; McCool & Reilly, 1993). It examines the importance of benefits as perceived by
study respondents. In other words, it is the process of breaking down a group of people
into smaller more similar groups based on the experiences (benefits) they are expecting to
receive while recreating in a particular type of setting. In speaking about the benefit
segmentation of visitors to a number of Montana state parks, McCool and Reilly (1993)
state that "understanding the individual and social benefits produced... can help managers
decide what recreation setting products visitors want and then match those desires
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with ...physical and legal possibilities."

Psychometric scales developed by Driver (1977) and Driver and Knopf (1977) have been
o f primary use in a variety of studies that measure the importance of benefits (ie. scenery,
challenge/adventure, excitement) to specific types of recreationists. It is apparent that
clustering or packaging benefits into benefit segments is necessary because recreationists
desire to achieve several benefits at one time (Moisey & McCool, 1990). For example,
Manfredo (1979) examined benefit segments of wilderness visitors. Hautoloma and
Brown (1980), and Driver and Cooksey (1980) examined benefit segments of deer hunters
and fishermen, respectively. Ditton and others (1982) identified several benefit segments
for recreationists involved in river floating.

More recently, Moisey and McCool (1990) clustered snowmobilers into benefit segments
when examining the connection between benefit segments and expenditures. They
concluded that five benefit segments existed for snowmobilers who participated in this
activity during the study period. The authors recommended that future research might be
directed at identifying linkages between various other activities, expenditure patterns, and
social consequences. As their approach to segmentation, McCool and Reilly (1993)
examined the benefits expected by visitors o f a number of state parks. Four benefit
segments were identified in this study: Enthusiasts, Group Naturalists, Nature Escapists,
and Passive Players. The authors comment that "the benefit segments are associated with
different evaluations of the park setting , and such information allows managers to
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identify, develop, and promote aspects of a park's setting that maintain the park's mission
and are attractive to visitors. "

It should be noted that each of the before-mentioned benefit segmentation studies were
conducted by holding the activity type constant. This is appropriate when dealing with
only one activity (ie snowmobilers), however, wilderness areas are visited by individuals
participating in numerous activities. As was previously mentioned, there is no such thing
as the "average" visitor. To assume that all wilderness visitors expect the same experience
may result in the mis-representation of the desires and aspirations of a variety of activity
types. There is a need to know how realized recreation experiences are facilitated by
different settings and activities (Driver et a l , 1987). A recreation experience can be
defined as being a function of the interaction between the recreation activity and the
setting in which the activity takes place (Virden & Knopf, 1989).

Clark and Stankey (1979), in calling for more research, state that "specific efforts to define
the psychological outcomes associated with different activity-setting combinations would
help reveal how management can better help visitors achieve a diversity of experiences. "
For example, in a study conducted between snowmobilers and cross-country skiers
Mclaughlin and Paradice ( 1980) found significant differences between the two activity
types in their desired experiences and preferences for particular types of settings In
another analysis performed by Brown and Ross ( 1982) to explore the differences between
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a heterogeneous sample o f river recreationists and a sample of river fishermen it was
found that a greater amount of variance was explained by the river fishermen model. With
this type of information recreation professionals could make more informed decisions and
optimize the opportunity for visitors to have a satisfying recreation experience.

Application of Importance-Performance Analysis to Recreation Settings
Recreation professionals cannot directly provide a visitor with a satisfying experience. It
is possible, however, to manipulate the physical, social, and managerial setting in such a
way that will optimize the opportunity for a recreation visitor to have a satisfying
recreation experience. The recreation setting is where activities take place, impacts occur,
and where in association with an activity, experiences are derived (Schreyer et al., 1985).
Attributes associated with a particular setting can detract or enhance a recreation visitor's
experience and as such should be a primary focus of recreation management (Merigliano,
1989).

Recreation areas, such as our national wildernesses, can be and often are very complex
systems consisting of an extensive array of resource and experience attributes. The
optimization of all of these attributes is often not possible because of fiscal limitations and
inherent conflict between attributes (Hollenhorst & Olson, 1992).

For example,

maximization of high-density and dispersed types of recreation experiences cannot
simultaneously take place. As such, it becomes necessary for recreation professionals to
choose a relatively small blend of setting attributes that provide visitors with the optimal
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opportunity to achieve a desired experience, one that reflects the appropriate natural
character of the area.

In adopting the approach of incorporating consumer input into making sound management
decisions, recreation professionals are moving away from making solely "in-house"
decisions to a more "involve the public" attitude. This growing recognition that public
involvement is crucial to good recreation management, coupled with the need for timely,
accurate, understandable, and accountable information has led to the use of importanceperformance analysis by a number of agencies responsible for managing recreation settings
(Kotler, 1982, Guadagnolo, 1985), The intensity at which management challenges occur
for urban proximate recreation areas has necessitated the initiation of many of these
studies.

It is necessary, considering the scope of this thesis, to note that the application of
importance-performance analysis to evaluate visitor expectations and levels of satisfaction
with setting attributes for federal or state designated wilderness areas (big "W") is not
common in the literature. However, application of the importance-performance
methodology is as relevant to the management of designated wilderness areas as it is to
other recreation settings.

Early recreation studies using importance-performance analysis examined such things as
the effects of waterfront development on river recreation opportunities (O'Leary, Adams,
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& Parker, 1981), visitor attitudes associated with river recreation (Probst & Lime, 1982),
campers (Mills & Snepenger, 1983), and the evaluation of city, park, and recreation
facilities and services (Wamick, 1983; Barnes, 1984). Guadagnolo et al. (1984)
conducted an extensive application of importance-performance analysis to evaluate such
diverse programs and facilities as special events, senior citizen programs, golf courses, a
zoo, and an environmental center. In 1985 Guadagnolo initiated another study using this
analysis that investigated participant attitudes towards a ten kilometer race (The Great
Race) hosted by the Pittsburgh Citiparks Department.

More recent application of importance-performance analysis has occurred. Mengak et al.
(1986) applied this analysis process to evaluate a visitor center. To measure Lake Ontario
charter boat customer motivations, relative importance of charter characteristics to
customers, and the captains overall performance, Dawson and Buerger (1991) employed
the importance-performance analysis method using 5-point "weighted" Likert scales.
Most recently, Hollenhorst et al. (1992) have carried out what is possibly the most
extensive application of importance-performance analysis to date. They incorporated
importance-performance analysis to provide forest managers, local managing authorities,
and private organizations with information regarding Monongahela National Forest visitor
needs, preferences, levels of satisfaction, and characteristics.
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Proposed Conceptual Framework
The following model (Figure 2) has been developed as the conceptual framework for this
study. The conceptual framework illustrates the relationships between visitor segments
(based on expected experiences), visitor segment expectations of setting attributes,
wilderness setting attributes, visitor segment satisfaction with wilderness setting attributes,
and managerial implications. The model is read from the top down, starting with a group
o f wilderness visitors, with each individual in the group having expectations for particular
types o f experience outcomes (benefits).

An example that helps illustrate the conceptual model is as follows. Suppose we start out
with two types of wilderness visitors entering a particular wilderness area with differing
ideas of what type of experiences they were seeking (ie. from two separate visitor
segments). The first visitor is a backpacker who has no prior visits to that wilderness
area. The backpacker would likely enter the area with preconceived expectations of
setting attributes. Let us say that the backpacker places great importance on the
experiences related to solitude and expects to find these setting attributes in this area.
During the trip, however, the backpacker is confronted with many people on the trail and
at his/her destination point. As such, the backpacker is not satisfied with the performance
of the managing agency in providing solitude, resulting in a less satisfying overall
wilderness experience.
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Figure 2. Proposed Conceptual Framework
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Similarly, the second visitor enters the wilderness area with preconceived expectations for
setting attributes. This visitor is a mountaineer who also has no previous visits to the area.
Suppose, however, that this visitor is mainly looking primarily for experiences related to a
high degree of risk and challenge. It is plausible, even though it would seem for some
visitors solitude is difficult to find in that particular area, that this visitor could find a high
degree o f risk and challenge, based on factors relevant to the type of setting attributes that
exist in the area (ie. rugged peaks, etc.) and, for example, his/her level of wilderness
mountaineering experience Whatever the case may be, this wilderness visitor is satisfied
with the types and condition of wilderness setting attributes that he/she found important to
achieving a positive wilderness experience.

With this scenario, using the proposed conceptual framework, the difficulties in wilderness
management become very apparent. Here you have one type of visitor completely
satisfied with an area and another dissatisfied. However, by knowing the types of
experiences visitors to particular wilderness areas are expecting to achieve, in relation to
the types of important setting attributes that facilitate those experiences, wilderness
professionals should be able to better optimize their resources, justify management
actions, and provide opportunities for visitors to have a satisfactory wilderness experience
If particular types of experiences are not appropriate for the area based on, for example,
factors such as amount of use and the natural characteristics of the area, other methods
(ie. substitute for other areas by the use of better information) could be justified to find
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these types of visitors areas where there is more opportunity to achieve the types of
experiences they are seeking.

It is conceptualized that individuals within the group will have similarities and
dissimilarities based on the types of experiences they are expecting. Individuals with
similarities of expected experiences within the group are clustered together to form
smaller groups or segments. This segmenting of wilderness visitors forms the basis for
the first hypothesis; HI: Visitors wilt vary in their experiences expectedfrom a
wilderness visit.

A variety of activities take place in a given wilderness area. Wilderness visitors
participating in certain types o f activities in specific settings are expecting to achieve
desired experiences (Driver & Brown, 1978). As such, one would expect to find a
relationship between visitor segments (with similar expectations of experiences) and
specific activities. It was determined for the purpose of this study that those relationships
would include the activities day use, backpacking, and mountaineering. This difference of
expected experiences based on activity type forms the basis for the second hypothesis:
H2: Participation in day use, backpacking, and mountaineering varies by visitor
segment

Wilderness visitors have certain expectations of wilderness setting attributes when visiting
a particular wilderness area. Some of these setting attributes are deemed more important
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to the wilderness visitor than others. Whether or not the wilderness visitor finds the type
and condition of important setting attributes they expect to find will ultimately effect their
overall wilderness experience. As such, wilderness visitor segments, with their similarities
of experiences they expect to achieve, should intuitively view similar setting attributes as
being important to achieving the experiences they seek. This connection between visitor
segments and the importance they place on particular wilderness setting attributes leads to
the third hypothesis; H3: The importance o f setting attributes will vary by wilderness
visitor segment

Wilderness visitors encounter a number of different resource, social, and managerial
setting attributes on their trip. As was previously stated, some of these are more
important to the visitor than others, and they enter the wilderness with these preconceived
expectations. Whether or not their expectations of those important setting attributes are
realized will have a positive or negative affect on the outcome of their wilderness
experience. Visitor segments, placing importance on similar types of setting attributes,
will likely share similar levels of satisfaction with finding expected levels of those
important setting attributes. This leads to the fourth hypothesis: H4: Levels o f
satisfaction associated with wilderness setting attributes vary by visitor segment

The ability of the wilderness setting to supply the appropriate types of setting attributes
expected by the wilderness visitor is in part a function of managing the area for those
particular types of attributes. The setting attributes deemed important by the wilderness
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visitor, if appropriate for wilderness, should be of management concern. The level of
importance, along with the corresponding level of satisfaction in relation to particular
setting attributes, should give wilderness professionals the information necessary to
allocate resources to better provide opportunities for satisfying wilderness experiences.
This leads to the fifth and final hypothesis: H5: Management implications are a
function o f visitor segment experiences based on important wilderness setting
attributes and the ability to fin d satisfaction with those desired attributes.

A concern is that wilderness professionals have certain goals and objectives for wilderness
to stay within the limits established by the Wilderness Act of 1964 and other state
designated wilderness acts. In other words. Just because wilderness visitors find certain
types and levels of setting attributes acceptable does not necessarily mean it is appropriate
for wilderness areas. Wilderness managers must combine the results of research and this
limitation in an attempt to make the best overall decision.
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Chapter 3
METHODS
Study Area
The study was conducted on the Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest (MBS) The
MBS is part of an almost solid block of over 7 .6 million acres of public land along the
Cascade Range from Canada to southern Washington. The Mt. Baker and Snoqualmie
National Forests, administratively combined in 1974, lie on the west slopes of the Cascade
Range. Climatological conditions on the Pacific slope of the Cascade Range create two
dominant seasons with transitional periods. Winter weather occurs from December
through March. April and November are transitional months with non-winter weather
generally occurring from May through October.

Four highways that provide east-west passage through the Cascades are primary
recreational access routes to the MBS. Other state and forest roads provide recreational
access from the west. Recreational use of the MBS is heavily influenced by its proximity
to the Seattle, Washington and Vancouver, British Columbia metropolitan areas. Of all
the federal lands lining the Cascade Range, the MBS is closest to these two large urban
centers. It is only a one-half day drive to MBS destinations for over 2.5 million people
living in Washington, while an additional 3 million people live in nearby Vancouver, BC
An estimated 4.5 to 5 million people visit the MBS annually, making it one of the most
heavily visited national forests in the nation.

27
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The MBS has within its boundaries eight federally designated wilderness areas that lie on
the west slope of the Cascade Range From north to south these eight wilderness areas
are: 1) the Mt. Baker Wilderness; 2) Noisy Diobsud Wilderness; 3) Glacier Peak
Wilderness; 4) Boulder River Wilderness; 5) Henry M. Jackson Wilderness; 6) Alpine
Lakes Wilderness; 7) Clearwater Wilderness; and 8) the Norse Peak Wilderness. Use
varies in intensity with the wilderness area’s popularity, accessibility, and proximity to the
Seattle metropolitan area. Characteristics of the wilderness resource vary from high alpine
lakes and rugged mountain peaks to lowland rivers and old growth forest stands. The
primary mode of travel is by foot, with a small amount of pack stock being used
predominately during hunting season. Outfitted trips do take place, but the most common
type o f trip is non-outfitted. A wide range of activities take place in these wilderness areas
including day hiking, backpacking, fishing, viewing scenery, photography, and
mountaineering.

Many of the trails and destinations in the wilderness receive moderate to extremely high
use. As a result, social and biological impacts occur which can limit the ability of
wilderness users to find acceptable levels of important wilderness setting attributes, such
as solitude and naturalness

Population
The population for this study consists of those visitors to MBS, 18 years and older, hiking
the trails of the eight MBS National Forest Wilderness areas. The study was conducted
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during the non-winter (spring/summer/fall) season between May 25, 1993 and October 1,
1993.

Sampling Procedures
MBS forest personnel were responsible for all visitor contact associated with
questionnaire distribution. All MBS personnel involved in the study were trained by the
study coordinator (the author) in appropriate visitor contact and questionnaire distribution
two weeks prior to actual survey implementation. All sampling efforts were monitored to
insure that target sample sizes and response rates were attained. Sampling was
coordinated with each district so that appropriate contact was established between survey
personnel and the study coordinator. Requirements for each district varied depending on
the number of available personnel.

In general, trailheads and backcountry areas were surveyed using existing wilderness
rangers where possible. If areas existed where district wilderness rangers were unable to
meet the requirements of the survey design, other available personnel were assigned the
task of administering the questionnaire.

Sampling was stratified to account for weekdays and weekends. Weekdays were
considered Monday through Thursday and weekends fi'om Friday through Sunday.
Sampling efforts were divided so that an equal number o f weekdays and weekends were
sampled. Holidays were considered a normal weekend period and no additional sampling
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took place at these times. If surveys were administered on these days, the same guidelines
for numbers of questionnaires administered, etc were used as that for a normal sample
day To reduce the possible affects of gender bias, attempts were made by survey
personnel to contact an equal number of male and female respondents when administering
the questionnaire. An example of the sample schedule for one of the trails can be found in
Appendix A.

The random dispersed contact sampling technique was used in the backcountry to insure
appropriate sample sizes of 100 wilderness visitor participants for each of the eight
wilderness areas were reached. Using this technique, groups are selected at random for
contact and questionnaire distribution. As such, the optimal time to sample occurred
throughout the sample day. Once the required number of contacts were made, sampling
efforts were terminated for that day. At the trailhead, however, the contact point samphng
technique was used. With this technique the trailhead was considered the contact point.
It was determined that the optimal times to sample at a trailhead began at 8 am and 12 pm.
For most trail users, these were the time periods they arrived at the parking area to begin
their day. Sampling continued until at least the minimum number of contacts were made
or a maximum of four hours had expired since sampling began.

If selected, wilderness visitors were approached by forest personnel, informed of the
survey's purpose, and asked if they would like to participate. An interviewer script, given
during initial training as a verbal guide to all forest persormel on how to greet potential
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survey participants, can be found in Appendix B. If they agreed to participate, they were
given a questionnaire to fill out on-site.

Wilderness visitors who did not have the 15-20 minutes it took to fill out the
questionnaire, but still chose to participate, were given a plastic baggie containing a pencil
and a smaller, postage paid questionnaire with attached cover letter (Appendix C) from
the MBS Forest Supervisor explaining the significance of the study. They were asked to
fill out the questionnaire and drop it in the mail at their earliest convenience. Front-end
data was collected as a future check for non-response bias and consisted of a zip code,
primary activity, group size, length of stay, and whether or not they had previously visited
that trail.

No post-card reminder or replacement questionnaire was mailed to survey

participants.

As previously mentioned, the goal of the sampling plan was to attain an overall sample
size of approximately 100 participants for each of the eight wilderness areas within the
MBS National Forest. It was estimated that an 80 percent response rate would be
achieved, using on-site and mail-back questionnaires, that would be accurate to within 5
percent at a 95 percent level of confidence.

Research Instrument
A fixed-length 60 question self-response questionnaire (Appendix D) was designed for the
MBS study to help managers focus on their main concerns and ultimately reduce visitor
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burden. Two versions of the questionnaire were utilized for the study, the on-site and
mail-back. The on-site version was administered when the MBS wilderness visitor agreed
to fill out and return the questionnaire at the time it was given to them The mail-back
version was administered to wilderness visitors if they chose to fill out the questionnaire at
a later time and drop it in the mail. These two versions solicited identical information
concerning eight areas of interest. For the purpose of this thesis, some or all of the
questions contained in the following areas of interest were used:
1.

trip profiles (length of stay, main site destination, etc.)

2.

main activities (day hiking, backcountry camping, etc.)

3.

visitor needs, perceptions, and satisfaction (experiences, settings, etc.)

4.

social-demographics (age, sex, education, etc.)

Research Variables
Specific variables were chosen to test the relationships presented in the conceptual model.
These variables relate to the hypotheses and contain information regarding the experiences
sought by the wilderness visitor, activities of those wilderness visitors, the importance of
setting attributes, visitor satisfaction with those attributes, and management implications.

The importance-performance (Martilla & James, 1977) questionnaire modules were used
to determine visitor expectations of experiences and setting attributes. It should be noted
at this time that, for reasons specific to the spacial layout of questions contained within the
questionnaire, the Importance-Performance questions 15, 16, and 17 in the mail-back
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version of the questionnaire are the same, respectively, as questions 15, 14, and 16 in the
on-site version of the questionnaire. The data were converted during entry to reflect the
sequence of the mail-back version of the questionnaire (ie. 15,16, and 17). Wilderness
visitors were asked to rate the importance of each setting attribute as it pertained to their
idea of an ideal setting. The attributes were rated on a 5-point interval scale ranging from
"Not at all important" (1) to "Extremely important" (5). Secondly, the visitors were asked
to rate their satisfaction with each setting attribute fo r the area which they were in. The
attributes were rated on a 5-point interval scale ranging from "Not at all satisfied" (1) to
Extremely satisfied" (5).

Question 12 (Appendix D) ascertained from the MBS wilderness visitor the types of
activities they participated in while visiting the area. Twenty-four activities were chosen,
including an "other " category for those activities not listed. The second portion of this
question asked the wilderness visitor which one of their activities was the most important
to them.

Data Analysis
Returned questionnaires were initially coded and entered into a Foxpro database on a PC
compatible microcomputer The data were then transferred into the Paradox 5 0 for
Windows program (Borland International Inc., 1985/1994). Eventually the data were
transferred into the SPSS for Windows statistical analysis program (Norusis, SPSS Inc.,
1988/1992) for analysis. Analysis was conducted at a level that would reflect the
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individual wilderness visitor. Only those questionnaires distributed to wilderness visitors
were used for this analysis

At this point there were a number of statistical analysis procedures exercised to test each
respective hypothesis. The procedures to be explained will act only to define the steps
taken to test the hypothesis and will not include the actual data analysis and results. A
more detailed explanation of the actual analysis and corresponding results will be given in
Chapters 4 and 5, Results and Discussion, respectively.

Coding
Coding o f the importance-performance variables (Appendix D; questions 15, 16, and 17)
was accomplished by assigning an individual number code to both the importance and
satisfaction aspects of these variables. Based on the visitor's response, they were assigned
a number code from 1 (Not At All Important) to 5 (Extremely Important). For the
purpose of this research it should be noted that a visitor's response to their level of
satisfaction with a particular attribute is the same as asking them how well the agency
performed in supplying that attribute (eg. importance-satisfaction or importanceperformance analysis). The number code 6 was given to answers specific to the DK
(Don't Know) category

The list of activities (Appendix D; question 12) were coded from 1 through 24. From the
activities listed as "most important" to the MBS wilderness visitor, backcountry camping.
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day hiking, and mountain climbing were used for this thesis. These three types of
activities were assigned a number code o f 2 for backcountry camping, 3 for day hiking,
and 4 for mountain climbing.

Factor Analysis
To identify visitor segments based on expected experiences, principal components
analysis (PCA) was conducted on the coded data. The purpose of PC A is to take a set of
correlations and find a solution such that variables correlated together form a factor that
is not related to other factors (Canfield, 1991). Factors are thought to reflect underlying
processes that have created the correlations among variables. The specific goal of PCA is
to summarize patterns of correlations among variables and reduce a large number of
observed variables into a smaller number of factors. As long as PCA is used descriptively
to summarize observed relationships in a large set of variables, assumptions about the
normality of the variables is not required (Nie et al., 1975, Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989).

Steps in PCA include 1) preparing the correlation matrix, 2) extracting a set of factors
from the correlation matrix, 3) determining the number of factors, 4) rotating the factors
to increase interpretability and 5) interpreting the results of the factor scores (Tabachnick
& Fidell, 1989).

Each row and column in a correlation matrix represents a different variable, and the value
at the intersection between the row/column is the correlation between the two (Table 1).
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Table 1. Correlation matrix of hypothetical data

X,

X;

X,

1.00

.85

X;

.85

1.00

As a result, correlation matrixes are said to be symmetrical about the main diagonal, which
means they are mirror images of themselves above and below the diagonal going from top
left to bottom right. With this in mind the correlation matrix is used for the factor
extraction portion of PCA.

In PCA the variance that is analyzed is the sum of the values in the positive diagonal (the
diagonal that contains the correlation between a variable and itself). In PCA, ones are the
diagonal and each variable contributes a unit of variance by contributing a one to the
positive diagonal of the correlation matrix. All the variance, including error and unique
variance, is distributed to the components for each observed variable (Tabachnick &
Fidell, 1989). Unique variance is the variance that is not correlated (not common) to
other variables (Nie et al., 1975). Error variance is the variance unique to the variable that
is not reliably measured (Kaas & Tinsley, 1979).
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PCA analyzes variance with the goal being to extract maximum variance from the data set
with each component. The first principle component maximally separates variables by
maximizing the variance of their component scores. The second component extracts
maximum variability not correlated with the first component. Subsequent components
also extract maximum variability and are orthogonal (not correlated) to all previously
extracted components. This continues until all the variance has been accounted for (Nie et
al,, 1975). The principal components are ordered by which the first component extracts
the most variance and the last component the least variance (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989),
The number of extracted factors is based on Kaiser's eigenvalues greater than one rule
(Nunnally, 1987), This rule is based on keeping only those factors that explain more
variance than the average variance produced by one of the original variables. In PCA,
individual variance of the original variables are normalized at one. In other words, the
worst PCA factor must have an eigenvalue greater than one for any consolidation of the
original data set to occur (Nie et al,, 1975; Devellis, 1991), As such, eigenvalues for this
analysis were set at being greater than one.

After extraction, factor rotation is used to improve the scientific utility and interpretability
o f the solution (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989), Orthogonal rotation was chosen as the
method of rotation for this study because orthogonal solutions offer ease of interpretation,
description, and reporting of results. Out of a number of orthogonal rotation techniques
available it seems that varimax rotation is the most commonly used.
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According to Tabachnick & Fidell (1989) the "goal of varimax rotation is to simplify
factors by maximizing the variance of the loadings within factors, across variables."
Loadings that are low after extraction become lower and those that are high after
extraction become higher. Varimax reapportions factor variance and as a result factors
become relatively equal in importance. It does this by taking variance from the first
factors extracted and distributes that variance to the later extractions. This results in the
values in the loading matrix being correlations between variables and factors (Tabachnick
& Fidell, 1989). With factor analysis of the data complete, it becomes necessary to test
the variables making up each factor for reliability. Chronbach alpha reliability analysis is
used to estimate the reliability of each factor scale.

At this point the decision needs to be made as to the criteria necessary to make meaningful
correlations (usually .45 or larger), collect variables with loadings in excess of the criteria
established, and search those variables for unifying concepts. It is necessary to keep in
mind that the greater the loading, the more the loading is a pure factor measure. Comrey
(1973) suggests that loadings in excess of .71 are considered excellent, .63 very good, .55
good, .45 fair, and .32 poor. The choice of cutoff is a matter of researcher preference. In
order to improve the scale's reliability it may become necessary to remove an item from
the factor scale (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). The factors are then characterized by the
assignment of meaningful names based on their underlying context.
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The final step of the PCA is the actual construction of the factor scale. Factor scale scores
were developed using a simple additive procedure and were calculated by summing the
values from each variable within the factor and dividing that number by the number of
variables. These units, for purpose of further analysis, are considered experience domains
and represent various expected experience benefits sought by the wilderness visitor.

Cluster Analysis
The goal of cluster analysis is to identify groups or clusters based on similarities of
characteristics (benefit segments). The Quick Cluster K-means non-hierarchical cluster
analysis procedure is used because it is the most efficient way of clustering large numbers
of cases (200 or more) without requiring substantial computer resources (Norusis, 1992).
The Quick Cluster procedure is based on nearest centroid sorting by which a case is
assigned to a cluster with the smallest distance between the center of the cluster (centroid)
and the case (Norusis, 1992; Anderberg, 1973). It is required when using this procedure
to specify the number of clusters desired.

Scale scores derived from the PCA are input into the Quick Cluster analysis procedure.
The scale scores used are those that represent each domain and each case (or respondent)
included in that domain. Clusters are formed by placing close fitting case scores together
into groups based on the number of clusters specified The number of clusters selected in
this type of non-hierarchical clustering procedure is usually subjective (McCool & Reilly,
1993). Since the correct number of clusters is not known, it is necessary to run a number
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o f analysis based on the selection of specific numbers of clusters.

For this study, McCool and Reilly's (1993) method of selecting the appropriate number of
clusters is used. This selection is based on the "distribution of cases across the clusters
and meaningful differences in average factor scale scores for each cluster." The main
underlying tenet is to maximize the variance between groups and to minimize variance
within groups. As such, the optimal number of clusters is identified when the ratio of
between groups and within groups is highest. The identified clusters {experience
segments) are carried forth into the Importance-Performance analysis stage

Activity Participation
Comparisons will be made between day users, backpackers (overnight), and mountaineers.
Analysis will be conducted to determine what types of experiences wilderness visitors
participating in these three activities prefer. The crosstab function along with the chisquare statistic are used to indicate whether participation in these three activities are
dependent upon wilderness visitors experience expectations. A significance level (P) of
less than .05 indicates visitor activities do indeed differ depending on the visitors
experience expectations.

Social-Demographic Characteristics
Differences in social-demographic characteristics are calculated for individual benefit
segments. Various statistical procedures are used to calculate the results in terms of, for
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example, means, medians, and percentages. The results are graphically represented in
table format.

Importance-Performance A nafysis
Importance-performance analysis was conducted using the setting attribute variables found
in questions 15 and 17 in the study questionnaire. The first step in this analysis process
involved calculating perceived importance and performance for each setting attribute as
they relate to individual wilderness visitor segments. It was determined, by review of the
literature and careful consideration, that means would be calculated for each setting
attribute. Since a true interval scale may not exist, Martilla and James (1977) felt that
medians were preferable to means. They did state, however, that if median and mean
values were similar, additional information would be contained by using the means. Since
the data show similar mean and median values in this study (Appendix E), it was
determined that the means of each setting attribute would be the optimal choice.

As was previously mentioned, the question of where to position the origin (cross-hairs) on
the importance-performance action grid (Figure 1) can have a very dramatic affect on the
results o f a study (Hollenhorst et al., 1992; McCool, personal communication, 1995).
Most studies in the past using this analysis approach have positioned the origin on the
mid-point of the interval scale used. For example, placing the cross-hairs at 3 on a 5-point
scale.
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Hollenhorst et al. (1992) decided that as an adjustment for respondent bias (i.e. influence
of weather, higher expectations, etc.) it made the most sense to use the overall mean for
each group of importance-performance setting attributes. It was decided for this study
that the combined overall means of the managerial, social, and bio-physical setting
attributes specific to individual visitor experience segments would be used as an
adjustment for similar types of respondent bias. For example, all the individual wilderness
setting attributes used from question number 15 and 17 were calculated together to get
two means for each identified visitor experience segment, one for importance and one for
performance, and this is where the two cross-hairs were positioned to form the origin.

At this point the importance and performance means were transferred from SPSS for
Windows into Microsoft Excel Version 4.0 for entry into importance-performance action
grids. For each setting attribute the individual importance rating was matched with the
individual performance rating , in relation to the various wilderness visitor segments, and
plotted on importance-performance grids.
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Chapter 4
HYPOTHESIS TESTS AND RESULTS
Sample Response
Sampling procedures resulted in 698 usable questionnaires being returned by MBS
wilderness visitors. Both on-site and mail-back questionnaires were randomly distributed,
producing on-site response rates of 100% and mail-back response rates of approximately
70%. Surveys were completed by both United States and Canadian citizens Since the
overall response rate exceeded 80%, no check for potential non-response bias was
conducted.

Expectations of Wilderness Experiences
Hypothesis One: Visitors will vary by their expected wilderness experiences.

To test this hypothesis a factor and cluster analysis of eleven experience variables
(Appendix D; question 16) was conducted. Only that portion of the question in respect to
the "importance" of specific experiences to MBS wilderness visitors were used.

Factoring Wilderness Experiences
The eleven experience variables were reduced by principal component analysis into three
factors that had Eigenvalues greater than 1.0 (Table 2). These three factors explained
58 .1% o f the variance in visitor scores. There were no items (variables) that
loaded on more than one factor. The combined items within each factor represent specific
43
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types o f experiences (ie. experience domains) expected by the MBS National Forest
wilderness visitor.

These three expected types of wilderness experiences were named based on the
characteristics of the items within each domain. The wilderness experience domains are;
Solitude/Close to Nature, Challenge/Improvement, and Convenience/Safety Cronbach's
alpha produced a reliability of .73 for challenge/improvement, .68 for solitude/close to
nature, and .63 for convenience/safety Attempts were made to improve the reliability of
the three domains by deleting individual items.

The only increase resulted from the deletion of the item meeting new people from the
convenience/safety domain. Because of the insignificance of the reliability increase ( .01)
and the resultant loss of important information if the item was deleted the decision was
made to keep the item within the convenience/safety domain.

Experience Domain One (Solitude/Close to Nature) measures the importance wilderness
visitors place on finding solitude and being close to nature. This domain had the highest
overall mean importance rating with a score of 4,45. The close to nature item scored the
highest in this domain with a mean importance of 4.67. Experience Domain Two
(Challenge/Improvement) measures the importance wilderness visitors place on finding
areas where they can improve their outdoor skills in what they perceive as a challenging
environment The overall mean importance score for the challenge/improvement domain
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Table 2. Wilderness visitor experience domains and items, original factor loadings,
overall and item mean importance levels, and reliability coefficients (Chronbach's alpha)

Experience domains/items

Factor
Loading

I. Solitude/Close to Nature

Little conflict with other users
Behavior of other people
Closeness to nature
High degree of solitude

4.45

.68

4.48
4.40
4.67
4.28
3.^3
3.21
4.15
4.13

.73

.819
.801
.630

2.44
2.22
3.18
2.11
2.23

.63

.754
.712
.642
.609

2. Convenience/Safety

High degree of convenience
High safety and security
Low risk or challenge
Meeting new people

Reliability

.739
.737
.654
.628

2. Challenge/Improvement

High risk and challenge
Using outdoor skills
High degree of self reliance

Mean
importance'

'Response possibilities; 5=e\1remely important; 4=very important; 3=moderately important ; 2=slightly
important; 1=not at all important

is 3.83, while the highest individual item score within the domain is 4.15 for using outdoor
skills

Experience Domain Three (Convenience/Safety) assessed the importance wilderness
visitors to MBS place on how convenient it is to get to a particular wilderness area and
their feeling of being relatively safe while recreating in that area. With an overall mean
importance score of 2.44 it is apparent that these wilderness visitor's place a moderate
amount o f emphasis on convenience and safety. High safety and security scored the
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highest o f the individual items with a mean importance of 3 18

Clusters o f Wilderness Visitors
Now that the types of experiences wilderness visitors expect to find on the MBS have
been identified it is necessary to determine whether these visitors are homogenous in their
individual expectations or heterogenous. In other words, the question remains as to
whether or not wilderness visitors differ in their expectations of experiences. To
determine this a k-means cluster analysis procedure was performed using the three
identified experience domains. As was previously mentioned, the selection of numbers of
clusters is basically a subjective matter. For this reason it was decided that analysis would
be run using three, four, and five clusters (Table 3). The results of these three analysis
were reviewed and names were assigned to each cluster (wilderness visitor group) based
on the significance of mean scores across experience domains. It is apparent, through
further review of the analysis results, that four is the appropriate number of clusters.

This conclusion is based on two reasons. First, proceeding from four clusters to five, the
number of cases within the Passive Players group drops from 49 to 26. A group size of
26 is too small a number for adequate representation of this group in any further analysis.
For this reason it was decided that five clusters would not be used Second, when the
number of clusters is reduced from four to three, any representation of Passive Players is
lost. Since Passive Players are represented in the analysis using four and five clusters, it is
apparent that this group should not be overlooked in any further analysis. As such.
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Table 3. Clusters, number of cases per individual cluster, group type by cluster, and
experience domain mean scores (N=698)
Experience Domains'
Solitude/Nature

Chailenge/Improve

Convenient/Safe

Clusters
1 (N=335)

4.56

4.28

1.84

4.61

4.09

3.33

4.04

2.62

2.64

4.61

4.48

1.77

4.58

4.18

3.39

3.36

2.07

2.77

4.38

3.14

2.43

4.78

4.53

1.76

4.65

4.24

3.38

2.72

2.11

2.48

4.44

2.78

2.73

393

3.77

2.08

Adventurers

2(N=197)
Enthusiasts

3(N=166)
Escapists

Clusters
1 (N=265)
Adventurers

2(N=178)
Enthusiasts

3 (N-49)
Passive Players

4 (N=206)
Escapists

Clusters
1 (N=223)
Adventurers

2 (N=I60)
Enthusiasts

3 (N=26)
Passive Players

4(N=161)
Escapists

5(N=128)
Junior Adventurers

'Experience domains identified by principle components analysis; 5=extremely important, 4=\ery important,
3=moderately important, 2=slightly important, l=not at all important
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a determination was made that three clusters would not produce results that adequately
represent MBS wilderness visitors. Any further examination using, for instance, between
group variance and within group variance, was not needed to determine the most
appropriate number of clusters.

Experience segment one, labeled

Adventurers, contains the largest number of MBS

wilderness visitors sampled and constitutes 38 percent of the overall sample These
visitors had the highest experience domain mean score on Solitude/Nature (4.61) and
Challenge/Improve (4 48) while scoring the lowest over all clusters on Convenient/Safe
(1.77). Experience segment two is labeled Enthusiasts and constitutes 26 percent of the
sample. These wilderness visitors scored relatively high on all three experience domains
(Solitude/Nature=4.58, Challenge/ImproveM 18, and Convenient/Safe=3.39).

Experience segment three, the Passive Players, constitute the smallest number of
wilderness visitors sampled (6 percent). These visitors scored moderate to low across all
three experience domains. It seems that Solitude/Nature is the most important experience
for the Passive Players with a moderate mean score of 3 .36 (the lowest of four clusters)
while low scores accounted for the Challenge/Improve (2.07; also the lowest of four
clusters) and Convenient/Safe (2.77) experience domains. Escapists comprise experience
segment four and constitute 30 percent of the sample. These wilderness visitors scored
high on the importance of solitude/nature (4 38), moderate on Challenge/Improve (3 14),
and low on Convenient/Safe (2.43).
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Hypothesis One-Conclusion: These results accept the hypothesis that wilderness visitors
will vary by their expected wilderness experiences.

Experience Segments and Associated Activities
Hypothesis Two: Participation in day use, backpacking, and mountaineering varies by
visitor segment.

To test this hypothesis a chi-square analysis was used to test the association of
backcountry campers, day hikers, and mountain climbers with the four experience
segments (Table 4). Question 12 of the study questionnaire (Appendix D) ascertained
which one activity was the most important to the wilderness visitor. If one of the activities
listed as most important to the MBS wilderness visitor was backpacking, day use, or
mountain climbing then the corresponding information was used for this portion of the
analysis. Approximately 50% (350) of the overall sample of wilderness visitors (698)
indicated one of these three activities as being the most important. The remainder of the
initial sample (348) reported different activities as being the most important. This
accounts for the sample size differences between Table 3 and Table 4.

Results of the Chi-Square analysis indicate there are significant differences in activities by
visitor segment (Table 4). Interpretation of these results involves the examination of
percentages of MBS wilderness visitors participating in certain activities per specific
experience segment. Experience segments are examined by activity type starting from the
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Table 4. Experience segments, activities, number of wilderness visitors per activity,
percentage of wilderness visitors by activity (N=350)‘
Experience Segments^
Adventurer

Enthusiast

Passive
Player

Escapist

48

22

4

25

(34%)

(25%)

(19%)

(25%)

44

38

14

66

(31%)

(44%)

(67%)

(66%)

50

27

(35%)

(31%)

(14%)

N=142

N=87

N=21

Activity
Backcountry
Camping

Day Hiking

Mountain
Climbing

Column N

N=100

'Total number of usable cases based on crosstab results of Activity by Experience Segments
^Experience Segments identified by previously executed k-means cluster analysis procedure
3Chi-square = 38.47 (P<.001,6 d.f.)

top of Table 4 and progressing down the individual columns.

Looking at the sample o ïAdventurers it seems that a relatively equal percentage of MBS
wilderness visitors looking for these types and levels of experiences were backcountry
campers (34%) or mountain climbers (35%). Day hikers were just slightly lower and
constituted just under a third (31%) of the sample of Adventurers.
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The majority o f Enthusiasts^ on the other hand, were day hikers (44%). Also, 31 percent
of those Enthusiast's sampled were mountain climbing while 25 percent were participating
in backcountry camping.

The results indicate that day hiking is the most frequent activity (67%) for MBS
wilderness visitors seeking experiences associated with being Passive Players.
Backcountry campers represented 19 percent of Passive Players sampled while 14 percent
were mountain climbers.

Escapists are those MBS wilderness visitors looking for high levels of experiences
associated with Solitude/Nature, moderately high levels of Challenge/Improvement, and
moderate levels of Convenience/Safety (refer to Table 3). Day hiking (66%) was the
activity of choice for these wilderness visitors. Backcountry campers constituted 25
percent and only 9 percent of the sample consisted of mountain climbers.

Hypothesis Two-Conclusion: These results accept the hypothesis that participation in
day use, backpacking, and mountaineering varies by visitor segment.

Important Wilderness Setting Attributes
Hypothesis Three: The importance of setting attributes will vary by wilderness visitor
segment.
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Specific setting attributes contained in the importance-performance questions 15
(Recreation Facilities and Services) and 17 (Recreation Settings) were selected for this
stage of the analysis. This selection was based on whether an attribute characterized a
wilderness setting. For example, campsite conditions were selected while RVhookups
were not. Only the importance portion of questions 15 and 17 were used (refer to
Appendix D).

A one-way ANOVA procedure was used to determine whether differences existed in
wilderness visitor segment mean ratings of setting attribute importance. Using grouped
data (by cluster) normality is assumed based on the central limit theorem. For large
sample sizes, the central limit theorem proves that sampling distributions of means are
normally distributed regardless of the shapes of the distributions of variables (Tabachnick
& Fidell, 1989). Ex post facto (after the ANOVA procedure indicated their were
significant differences) differences between groups were found by using Tukey's Honestly
Significant Difference test. Using Tukey's test the significance level is automatically
adjusted at .05. Visual results of the analysis can be found in Table 5. The results indicate
that mean setting attribute scales (by row) differed on six of the 18 attributes listed

Of

the six, differences are evenly distributed between the biophysical/social attributes of the
wilderness setting (privacy, size, and campsite condition) and the managerial setting
attributes (information, employees)
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Tabic 5. Mean importance scores o f wilderness setting attributes, ANOVA significance levels', and Tukey’s
significant differences^
Experience Segment

Adventurers

Enthusiasts

Passive
Plavers

Escaoists

Campsite conditions

3.43

3.88"

3.07“"

3.73“

Trail conditions

3.90

4.12

3.84

4.00

.184

Pit toilets (backcountry)

3.05

3.34

3 00

3.19

.163

Information/map of area

3.58'

4.07“

3.81

3.80

.002*

Helpfulness of employees

3.23'

3.90"»

3.46

3.39"

Appropriate developments

2.71“

3.29“

3.22

2.91

.005'

Cleanliness of area

4.43

4.48

4.16

4.29

.065

High degree of naturalness

4.63

4.63

4.74

4.73

.293

Large recreation area size

3 36'

3.04

2.78“"

3.39"

.016*

Seeing/hearing few others

4.10

4.08

4.20

4.19

.658

Few rules or restrictions

3.40

3.45

3.56

3.46

838

Low amount of development

4.45

4.42

4.51

4.37

.682

Privacy of area

4.41“

4.17“"

4.53"

4.31

.023*

Condition o f natural features

4.58

4.57

470

4.60

.789

Seeing lots of other people

1 60

1.58

1.48

1.50

.769

Clean air, clear vistas

4.67

4.61

4.78

4.70

.532

Little evidence of land
management activities

4.13

3.97

4.15

4.13

462

Little evidence of other
peoples presence

4 24

4.17

4.31

4.16

.673

Setting Attributes

<001*

<001*

‘ANOVA significance levels (<=.05), delineated m the column with an asterisk, illustrate scale differences between
individual setting attribute mean scores
^Visitor experience segment mean scores within a row with the same alphabetical superscript are significantly
different from each other using Tukey’s Honestly Sigmficant Difference test. Mean scores without superscript are not
significantly different from other mean scores within the row
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All wilderness visitor experience segments indicated that a high degree o f naturalness and
clean air, clear vistas were the most important setting attributes they looked for in the
wilderness. By far the least important wilderness setting attribute for MBS wilderness
visitors, as indicated by the results, is seeing lots o f other people.

Significant differences between wilderness visitor experience segments were found using
Tukey's test and are delineated in Table 5. MBS wilderness Escapists (3.73) and
Enthusiasts (3.88) rated campsite conditions as being significantly more important to their
view of an ideal wilderness setting than Passive Players (3 .07). Having information/maps
o f the area was seen as being significantly more important to Enthusiasts (4.07) than it
was to Adventurers (3.58). The importance of helpfulness o f employees was significantly
higher for Enthusiasts (3.90) than it was for Adventurers (3.23) and Escapists (3.39).
Appropriate developments were rated significantly higher by Enthusiasts (3.29) than
Adventurers (2.71), The Tukey’s test also indicates a significant difference between the
lower importance rating of large recreation area size to the Passive Players (2 .78) than
that o f the Adventurers (3 .36) and Escapists (3 .39). Also, Passive Players (4 53) and
Adventurers (4.41) felt privacy o f the area was significantly more important than
Enthusiasts (4.17).

Hypothesis Three-Conclusion: The results indicate that six of the setting attributes
accept the hypothesis that setting attribute importance will vary by wilderness visitor
segment.
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Performance of Wilderness Setting Attributes
Hypothesis Four: Levels of satisfaction associated with wilderness setting attributes
vary by visitor segment.

Performance is a rating of how well the wilderness setting and managing agency have
provided the type and condition of wilderness setting attributes that MBS wilderness
visitors have indicated as being important to their concept of an ideal wilderness setting.
In other words, the question of how satisfied the MBS wilderness visitor is with specific
wilderness setting attributes is addressed in this portion of the analysis.

The same wilderness setting attributes as those chosen for the importance portion of the
analysis (Appendix D; questions 15 and 17) were used for the analysis of setting attribute
performance. Again, this selection was based on whether an attribute characterized a
wilderness setting. However, only the performance portion of questions 15 and 17 were
used.

A one-way ANOVA procedure was used to determine whether differences existed in
wilderness visitor segment mean ratings of setting attribute performance. Ex post facto
(after the ANOVA procedure indicated their were significant differences) differences
between groups were found by using Tukey's Honestly Significant Difference test. Using
Tukey's test, the significance level is set at .05. Again, normality is assumed based on the
large sample size and the central lirmt theorem (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989)
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All wilderness experience segments (Table 6) were least satisfied with those setting
attributes directly related to other visitor’s presence in the area {little evidence o f other
peoples presence, seeing lots o f other people, and seeing/hearing few others).
Adventurers and Escapists were most satisfied with clean air, clear vistas. Enthusiasts
were most satisfied with the helpfulness o f employees while Passive Players were most
satisfied with clean air, clear vistas and cleanliness o f the area.

The ANOVA results (Table 6) indicate that mean wilderness setting attribute scales
(within a row) differed on three of the 18 attributes listed Of the three wilderness setting
attributes seen as having significant rating differences between visitor experience
segments, two are managerial in nature {pit toilets and information/map o f area) and one
is social (seeing lots o f other people).

Significant differences between wilderness visitor experience segments were found using
Tukey's test and are delineated in Table 6. Adventurers were significantly more satisfied
(3.92) with backcountry pit toilets than were the Escapists (3.61). It seemsthat the
Adventurers were also significantly more satisfied (3.93) with the provided
information/maps o f the area than were the Escapists (3 .61), Though not delineated by
Tukey's test, their is a noticeable difference between the Passive Players lower
performance rating (3.34) of seeing lots o f other people than that of the Adventurers
(3.64)
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Table 6. Mean performance scores o f wilderness setting attributes, ANOVA significance levels*, and
Tukey’s significant differences*
Experience Segment*

Adventurers

Enthusiasts

Passive
Plavers

Escapists

Sig.

Campsite conditions

4.11

4.23

3.90

4.18

.307

Trail conditions

4.08

4,11

4.02

4.10

.953

Pit toilets (backcountry)

3.92'

3.65

3.94

3.49'

.005*

Information/map of area

3.93'

3.80

3.80

3.61'

.037*

Helpfulness o f employees

4,57

4.50

4.36

4.47

.388

Appropriate developments

4.18

4.13

4.28

4.02

.446

Cleanliness of area

4.32

4.40

4.37

4.35

823

High degree of naturalness

4.41

4.25

4.19

4.41

.083

Large recreation area size

4.22

4.08

4.06

4.09

394

Seeing/hearing few others

3.70

3.55

3 34

3.59

.187

Few rules or restrictions

4.05

3.96

3.95

4.03

.773

Low amount of development

4.18

4.01

4,02

4.17

.317

Privacy of area

4.03

3.80

3.72

3 93

.090

Condition o f natural features

4.33

4.20

4.12

4.37

.165

Seeing lots of other people

3.64

3.38

3.34

3,40

.046*

Clean air, clear vistas

4.54

4.39

4.37

4.49

.244

Little evidence of land
management activities

3.93

3.78

3.61

3.81

.233

Little evidence of other
peoples presence

3.58

3.45

3.23

3.41

.158

Setting Attributes

'ANOVA significance levels (<=.05), delmeated in the column with an asterisk, illustrate scale dififerences between
individual setting attribute mean scores
*Visitor experience segment mean scores within a row with the same alphabetical superscript are significantly
different from each other using Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference test. Mean scores without superscnpt are not
significantly different from other mean scores within the row
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Hypothesis Four-Conclusion: These results indicate that three of the setting attributes
accept the hypothesis that levels of satisfaction associated with wilderness setting
attributes vary by visitor segment.

Importance-Performance Analysis of Wilderness Setting Attributes
Hypothesis Five: Management implications are a function of visitor segment experiences
based on important wilderness setting attributes and the ability to find satisfaction with
those desired attributes.

To test this hypothesis wilderness setting attributes mean importance and performance
(satisfaction) scores are plotted on the importance-performance matrix (refer to Chapter 2,
Importance-Performance Analysis) for each MBS wilderness visitor experience segment.
The Importance-Performance matrix is divided into four quadrants and visually illustrates
areas of management concern.

For each MBS wilderness visitor experience segment the position of the origin on the matrix
was calculated by finding an overall importance mean for wilderness setting attributes and an
overall performance mean for those attributes. The overall mean of importance, taken from
dividing the sum of means given in Table 11, was used as the importance-performance
horizontal cross-hair. The overall mean of performance, taken from dividing the sum of means
given in Table 12, was used as the importance-performance vertical cross-hair. Together these
two cross-hairs form the origin specific to individual wilderness visitor experience segments.
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Adventurers
Importance and performance wilderness setting attribute mean scores were taken from Table 11
and 12, with respect to individual MBS wilderness visitor experience segments. The origin for
Adventurers resulted from placing the cross-hairs at 3.8 for importance and 4.1 for
performance. The importance-performance matrix, illustrated by Figure 3, implicates areas of
MBS wilderness management concern.

The Concentrate Here quadrant contains wilderness setting attributes Adventurers see as
having high importance and low performance. The majority of these MBS wilderness setting
attributes Adventurers see as needing improvement are related to seeing/hearing other people.
Of particular concern are Little Evidence o f Other Peoples Presence (R), Seeing/Hearing Few
Others (J), Privacy o f Area (M), and Little Evidence o f Land Management Activities (Q). The
wilderness setting attribute Trail Conditions (B) is in the Concentrate Here quadrant but falls
just to the left of the performance cross-hair separating it from Keep Up The Good Work.

The Keep Up The Good Work quadrant indicates that MBS wilderness Adventurers place the
most importance and are the most satisfied with those wilderness setting attributes related to
the naturalness of the area. The MBS wilderness setting attributes of Low Amount o f
Development (L), Cleanliness o f Area (G), Condition o f Natural Features (N), High Degree o f
Naturalness (H), and Clean Air, Clear Vistas (P) constitute this quadrant
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Adventurers
Concentrate Here

Keep Up The Good w ork

3

M
R

J
Q

4

L

1

-D K A I

3.5

E

c
3

F

2.5
^

o

j 5

Possible Overkill

Low P rio rity

3

4.5

4

3.5

5

P erform ance

Code Wilderness Setting Attribute

Code Wilderness Setting Attribute

A

Campsite Conditions

J

Seeing/Hearing Few Others

B

Trail Conditions

K

Few Rules or Restrictions

C

Pit Toilets (backcountry)

L

Low Amount of Development

D

Privacy of the Area

Information/Map of the Area M

E

Helpfulness of Employees

N

Condition of Natural Features

F

Appropriate Developments

O

Seeing Lots of Other People

G

Cleanliness of Area

P

Clean Air, Clear Vistas

H

High Degree of Naturalness

Q

Little Evidence of Land
Management Activities

I

Large Recreation Area Size

R

Little Evidence Peoples Presence

Figure 3. Importance-Performance matrix of wilderness setting attribute mean scores,
MBS wilderness visitor experience segment: Adventurers (N=265).
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Campsite Conditions (A), Appropriate Developments (F), Large Recreation Area Size (I),
and Helpfulness o f Employees (E) are MBS wilderness management areas of Possible
Overkill (low importance, high performance). O f Low Priority (low importance, low
performance) are the wilderness setting attributes Seeing Lots o f Other People (O), Pit
Toilets (C), Few Rules or Restrictions (K), and Information/Map o f the Area (D).

Enthusiasts
The origin for MBS wilderness Enthusiasts resulted from placing the cross-hairs at 3.9 for
importance and 4.0 for performance. Importance and performance wilderness setting
attribute mean scores were taken from Table 11 and 12, with respect to individual MBS
wilderness visitor experience segments. Figure 4 implicates areas of MBS wilderness
management concern.

For Enthusiasts, as with Adventurers, the wilderness setting attributes directly related to
the actions and location of other wilderness visitors lie in the Concentrate Here quadrant.
These attributes related to MBS wilderness Enthusiasts are Little Evidence o f Other
Peoples Presence (R), Seeing/Hearing Few Others (J), and Privacy o f the Area (M).
Also within this quadrant are the wilderness setting attributes of Little Evidence o f Land
Management Activities (Q) and Information/Map o f the Area (D).

Many of the wilderness setting attributes within the Concentrate Here quadrant are
indicative of the naturalness of the wilderness area. These MBS wilderness setting
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Enthusiasts
Concentrate Here

Keep Up The Good work

5
m

4.5

R J

4

HH

B

3

p

G
-B-

3.5

■§
a

3

§

O
CD 2.5
2
1.5

Low P riority

o

Possible Overkill

4.5

3.5

5

P erform ance

Code Wilderness Setting Attribute

Code Wilderness Setting Attribute

A

Campsite Conditions

J

Seeing/Hearing Few Others

B

Trail Conditions

K

Few Rules or Restrictions

C

Pit Toilets (backcountry)

L

Low Amount of Development

D

Information/Map of the Area M

E

Helpfulness of Employees

N

Condition of Natural Features

F

Appropriate Developments

0

Seeing Lots of Other People

G

Cleanliness of Area

P

Clean Air, Clear Vistas

H

High Degree of Naturalness

Q

Little Evidence of Land

Privacy of the Area

Management Activities
I

Large Recreation Area Size

R

Little Evidence Peoples Presence

Figure 4. Importance-Performance matrix of wilderness setting attribute mean scores,
MBS wilderness visitor experience segment: Enthusiasts (N=178).
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attributes of high importance and high performance indicated by MBS wilderness
Enthusiasts are Low Amount o f Development (L), Cleanliness o f the Area (G), Condition
o f Natural Features (N), High degree o f Naturalness (H), Clean Air, Clear Vistas (P),
and Trail Conditions (B),

Of Possible Overkill are the wilderness setting attributes Appropriate Developments (F)
and Large Recreation Area Size (I). Lying on the line between Possible Overkill and
Keep Up The Good Work are the setting attributes Campsite Conditions (A) and
Helpfulness o f Employees (E). MBS wilderness Enthusiasts mean scores resulted in the
setting attributes Seeing Lots o f Other People (O), Pit Toilets (C), and Few Rules or
Restrictions (K) being in the Low Priority quadrant.

Passive Players
The Passive Players Importance-Performance matrix cross-hairs were positioned at 3 .8 for
importance and 3 .9 for performance. Importance and performance wilderness setting
attribute mean scores were taken from Table 11 and 12, with respect to individual MBS
wilderness visitor experience segments. Areas of MBS wilderness management concern
are again implicated by the location of setting attributes on the matrix (Figure 5).

For MBS wilderness Passive Players, as with Enthusiasts and Adventurers, four of the five
setting attributes listed as being of high importance and high performance {Concentrate
Here) are Little Evidence o f Other Peoples Presence (R), Seeing Hearing Few Others (J),
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Passive Players
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Campsite Conditions

J

Seeing/Hearing Few Others

B

Trail Conditions

K

Few Rules or Restrictions

C

Pit Toilets (backcountry)

L

Low Amount of Development

D

Information/Map of the Area M

E

Helpfulness of Employees

N

Condition of Natural Features

F

Appropriate Developments

0

Seeing Lots of Other People

G

Cleanliness of Area

P

Clean Air, Clear Vistas

H

High Degree of Naturalness

Q

Little Evidence of Land

Privacy of the Area

Management Activities
I

Large Recreation Area Size

R

Little Evidence Peoples Presence

Figure 5. Importance-Performance matrix of wilderness setting attribute mean scores,
MBS wilderness visitor experience segment: Passive Players (N=49)
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Privacy o f the Area (M), and Little Evidence o f Land Management Activities (Q). Just
above the line separating Concentrate Here from Low Priority is the managerial wilderness
setting attribute o f Information/Map o f the Area (D).

MBS wilderness setting attributes located in the Keep Up The Good Work quadrant
represent the naturalness of the wilderness area and includes Low Amount o f Development
(L), Condition o f Natural Features (N), High Degree o f Naturalness (H), Clean Air,
Clear Vistas (P), and the Cleanliness o f the Area (G). Trail Conditions (B) falls on the
line between the quadrants Keep Up The Good Work and Possible Overkill.

Wilderness attributes of Possible Overkill by MBS managers are Few Rules or
Restrictions (K), Pit Toilets (C), Large Recreation Area Size (I), Appropriate
Developments (F), and Helpfulness o f Employees (E). On the line between Possible
Overkill and Low Priority is Campsite Conditions (A) Of low importance and low
performance (Low Priority) to MBS wilderness Passive Players is Seeing Lots o f Other
People (O).

Escapists
The MBS wilderness visitor experience segment Escapists Importance-Performance
matrix (Figure 6) cross-hairs were positioned at 3 .8 for importance and 4.0 for
performance. Importance and performance wilderness setting attribute mean scores were
taken from Table 11 and 12, with respect to individual MBS wilderness visitor experience
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H
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Q
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I

Large Recreation Area Size

R

Little Evidence Peoples Presence

Figure 6. Importance-Performance matrix of wilderness setting attribute mean scores,
MBS wilderness visitor experience segment: Escapists (N=206)
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segments. Again, areas of MBS wilderness management concern are implicated by the
location o f setting attributes on the matrix.

Little Evidence o f Other Peoples Presence (R), Seeing Hearing Few Others (J), Privacy
o f the Area (M), and Little Evidence o f Land Management Activities (Q) are located in
the Concentrate Here quadrant Just above the line separating Concentrate Here from
Low Priority, is the managerial wilderness setting attribute of Information/Map o f the
Area (D).

The naturalness of the wilderness area is the main underlying context of the wilderness
setting attributes found in the Keep Up The Good Work quadrant, These MBS wilderness
setting attributes are Low Amount o f Development (L), Condition o f Natural Features
(N), High Degree o f Naturalness (H), Clean Air, Clear Vistas (P), Cleanliness o f the
Area (G), and Trail conditions (B)

Areas of Possible Overkill for MBS wilderness Escapists are related to the setting
attributes Few Rules or Restrictions (K), Large Recreation Area Size (I), Appropriate
Developments (F), Helpfulness o f Employees (E), and Campsite Conditions (A). The
Low Priority quadrant for MBS wilderness Escapists consists of the setting attributes
Seeing Lots o f Other People (O) and Pit Toilets (C).
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Hypothesis Five-Conclusion: These results accept the hypothesis that management
implications are a ftinction of visitor segment experiences based on important wilderness
setting attributes and the ability to find satisfaction with those desired attributes.
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Chapter 5
WILDERNESS VISITOR AND TRIP CHARACTERISTICS
Visitors to the MBS National Forest Wilderness areas ranged in age from 1 through 85,
even though questionnaires were only distributed to those visitors 18 years of age and
older. The overall mean age of both male and female wilderness participants over the age
of 18 were the same at 39 years.

It is interesting to note, that of all individual ages given for members of the respondents
travel group, 17 percent of females and 16 percent of the males listed were under the age
o f 18. Overall, females comprised 37.3 percent of MBS wilderness visitors while males
constituted 62.7 percent (Table 7). For individual experience segments the highest
percentage of males are Adventurers (68.2%) while the highest percentage of females are
Escapists (43%).

Table 7. Gender per experience segment (%)

Experience Segment

Percent Male

Percent Female

Adventurers

68.2

31.8

Enthusiasts

62.1

37.9

Passive Players

63.4

36.6

Escapists

57.0

43.0

Overall Percentage

62 7

37.3

69
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Group size varied from 1 to 12 for MBS wilderness visitors, with a mean overall group
size o f 3 .4 (between 3 and 4). Passive Players exhibited the highest mean score with 3 .8
visitors per group (Table 8). An ANOVA procedure indicates no significant differences
between experience segments mean group size.

Table 8. Mean group size per experience segment*

Experience Segment

Mean Group Size

Adventurers

3.3

Enthusiasts

3.3

Passive Players

3.8

Escapists

3.3

Overall Group Mean

3.4

'ANOVA (? > .0 5 ,3 d.f. )

Asked if they had ever visited that particular site before 54.3 percent of MBS wilderness
visitors indicated they were first time visitors (Table 9). Passive Players constitute the
highest percentage of first time visitors (57.1) while a larger percentage of Adventurers
(49.1) have been to that site before than the other three visitor experience segments. Chisquare analysis results indicate, however, that no significant differences exist between
experience segments and whether or not they had been to that site before.
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Table 9. First time visitors per experience segment* (%)

Experience Segment

First Time

Been to Site Before

Adventurers

50,9

49.1

Enthusiasts

56.2

43.8

Passive Players

57.1

42.9

Escapists

52.9

47.1

Overall Percentage

54.3

45.7

'Chi-square = 1,49 (P>.05, 3 d.f.)

Combining the results of strongly influenced and slightly influenced, it is apparent that
having good weather conditions played a part in 65 .1 percent of wilderness visitors
surveyed being out in the wilderness at that particular time (Table 10).

Table 10. Influence of good weather on experience segments* (%)

Experience Segments

Strong

Slight

No Ii

Adventurers

26.3

30.9

42.7

Enthusiasts

33.9

30.5

35.6

Passive Players

33.3

37.5

292

Escapists

34.5

33.5

32.0

Overall Percentage

32.0

33.1

34.9

'Chi-square = 8.60 (P>.05, 6 d.f.)
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Also, interesting to note, is that Adventurers scored highest (42.7%) in the No Influence
o f weather category while Passive Players scored the lowest (29.2%). Chi-square analysis
results indicate, however, that no significant differences exist between experience
segments and the influence o f weather.

As indicated in Table 11, MBS wilderness visitors span a broad range of education levels.
It appears, however, that most of them are well educated with approximately 70 percent
having graduate or post-graduate college degrees. Only 11.1 percent of those MBS
wilderness visitors surveyed had no college education. Escapists had the lowest
percentage of high school graduates (6.5%) and the highest percentage of visitors with
post-graduate degrees (39.7%). Chi-square analysis results indicate significant differences
do exist between experience segments level of education.

Table 11. Education level by experience segment* (%)

Experience Segment

High
School

Some
College

College
Çrad

Post
Grad

Adventurers

7.8

19.0

42.2

31.0

Enthusiasts

10.5

27.5

39.8

22.2

Passive Players

19.6

10.9

43.5

26.1

Escapists

6.5

18.6

35.2

39.7

Overall Percentage

1I.I

19.0

40.2

29.7

'Chi-square = 25.90 (P < 05, 9 d.f.]
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A total of 14 types of occupations were recorded for MBS wilderness visitors. The
highest proportion (approximately 50%) of these visitors had professional/technical
occupations which corresponds to a large percentage also having high education levels.
Managers (10.2%), craftpeople (6.8%), retirees (5.0%), students (4.3%), and clerical
workers (4.1%) also comprised sizable proportions of wilderness visitor occupations.

Four income levels were identified for MBS wilderness visitors (Table 12). As expected,
the highest proportion of these (42 .2% overall) were in what is considered to be middle
class income levels (30,000 to 60,000 dollars per year). Between experience segments,
Adventurers had the highest proportion of incomes over 100,000 dollars while Passive
Players had no individuals with this much income per year.

Table 12. Income levels per experience segment* (%)

Experience Segment

0-30.000

30-60.000

60-100.000

Above

Adventurers

21.6

36.6

30.6

11.2

Enthusiasts

22.4

44.3

24.4

8.9

Passive Players

31.6

39.1

293

0.0

Escapists

20.7

48.9

22.7

7.7

Overall Percentage

24.1

42.2

26.7

7.0

'Chi-square = 32.48 (P>,05, 21 d.f.)

Adventurers also had the highest proportion of incomes (30.6%) ranging from 60,000 to
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100,000 dollars per year. Escapists had the highest percentage (48 .9%) of wilderness
visitors with incomes ranging from 30,000 to 60,000 dollars per year while Passive Players
had the highest proportion (31.6%) making 0 to 30,000 dollars per year. Chi-square
analysis results indicate, however, that no significant differences exist between experience
segments and their levels of education.
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Chapter 6
DISCUSSION
Support for the Conceptual Framework
The proposed conceptual model suggests that MBS wilderness visitors will differ by their
expectations of experiences. The model proposed that these wilderness visitors, differing
by their expected experiences, would also differ by the types of activities in which they
participated. Tests of these relationships were conducted through hypothesis one and
two, respectively. The conceptual model goes on to suggest that these experience
segments of MBS wilderness visitors will vary in their perceptions of the importance and
performance of setting attributes. Hypothesis three and four, respectively, tested the
validity of these concepts. Hypothesis five combined all the elements of the conceptual
framework to suggest that these differences in wilderness experience expectations, based
on the importance and performance of setting attributes, would implicate areas of
wilderness management concern. The conceptual model proposed for this thesis is
moderately to strongly supported by the tests of the hypothesis.

MBS Wilderness Visitor Experience Expectations
Hypothesis One found that indeed MBS wilderness visitors did vary in their expectations
of experiences. First of all, three experience domains were identified and categorized
(Table 2) as Solitude/Close to Nature, Challenge/Improvement, and Convenience/Safety
These three experience domains represent the types of experiences important to MBS
wilderness visitors O f the three, by far the most important items to MBS wilderness

75
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visitors were those associated with the experience domain of Solitude/Close to Nature
(overall mean 4.45 on a scale of 1 through 5). Wilderness has always played an important
role for society in being an area where people expect to be able to escape from the stress
and pressure of everyday life and to reconnect with nature. It appears that for MBS
wilderness visitors this type of experience is still very important to them

It is also

apparent that the ability to find experiences associated with Challenge/Improvement (3 .83)
and Convenience/Safety (2.44) are important to MBS wilderness visitors.

Secondly, four segments (groups) of wilderness visitors were identified by the level of
importance they placed on these three experience domains. The four MBS wilderness
visitor experience segments identified and categorized (Table 3) are Enthusiasts,
Escapists, Adventurers, and Passive Players. The high to moderately high scores across
all three experience domains for MBS Enthusiasts indicate that many different aspects
contributed to these visitors attainment of a satisfying wilderness experience. The high
scores for Escapists in the experience domain of Solitude/Nature and moderate scores in
Challenge/Improvement and Convenience/Safety indicate that their is also a segment of
MBS wilderness visitors who value their ability to find a natural environment to escape
from stress and anxiety more than all other types of wilderness experiences. The
Adventurer segment of MBS wilderness visitors scored similarly to the Escapists in the
domain o f Solitude/Close to Nature but had a much higher mean score in the domain of
Challenge/Improvement and a lower score in the Convenience/Safety domain. This group
o f MBS wilderness visitors want to find an area by which they can get away from it all and
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11
feel in some way that they are improving themselves in a challenging type of environment,
with little concern for convenience and/or safety. The fourth and final visitor experience
segment identified, the Passive players, scored relatively low in all three domains. This
would seem to reflect that there are some wilderness visitors to the MBS that are only
modestly interested in the experiences associated with a wilderness environment.

Day Hiking, Backpacking, or Mountaineering?
The findings o ï Hypothesis Two (Table 4) moderately suggest that there are differences
between MBS wilderness visitor experience segments and the types of activities in which
they participate. The three activity types considered in the analysis were day hiking,
backpacking (overnight), and mountaineering. These three types of activities are split
relatively equal across the MBS wilderness visitor experience segment Adventurers.
However, MBS Adventurers are slightly more likely to be mountaineers or backpackers
than they are to be day hikers. Enthusiasts, those individuals with relatively high scores
across experience domains, are more likely to be participating in day hiking than either of
the other two activities. Passive Players and Escapists are similar in the types of activities
in which they participate. Day hiking is the activity of choice for these MBS wilderness
individuals while by far the lowest percentage are mountaineers.

Important to note is that, while day hiking is the main activity for three of the four
experience segments (except Adventurers), the distribution of the three activities by MBS
wilderness visitor experience segment does vary. For example, forty-four percent of MBS
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Enthusiasts were day hikers while sixty-six percent of MBS Escapists participated in this
same activity. Apparently the wilderness activity of day hiking appeals to all four MBS
visitor experience segments but not in the same proportions. This may be linked to the
ability o f these visitor experience segments to find the types of experiences they seek while
day hiking. For example, MBS wilderness Adventurers had a higher percentage of
backcountry campers and mountaineers than did the other three visitor segments. This
makes sense in that Adventurers rated the experience domains of Solitude/Nature and
Challenge/Improvement (refer to Table 3) higher than any of these other segments.
Though day hiking may suffice for some Adventurers it seems that a large percentage
realize that it may take a bit more time and effort to satisfy their need for experiences such
as solitude and challenge. Most surprising are the high levels of Escapist's day hiking.
Intuitively one would think that it would be difficult for the Escapist to find appropriate
levels o f solitude in day hiking. Obviously many MBS Escapists are attempting to "get
away from it all" in one day. Other factors such as the amount of time available to put
into a wilderness outing and perceptions of experiences related to Solitude/Nature may be
linked to the large percentage of day hiking Escapists.

Management Implications
From a purely scientific perspective the high importance-performance mean scores across
setting attributes (>3 .5 on a scale from 1-5) would seem to indicate that, generally
speaking, MBS wilderness visitors are satisfied with those setting attributes that they find
important to their wilderness experience. MBS wilderness professionals should feel a
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sense o f accomplishment in these high scores. However, as is often the case, even a bad
day in a wilderness area is considered a good day by most visitors' standards. For this
reason variations in those high importance-performance mean scores across visitor
segments, combined with the results of the previously discussed hypothesis, can be used to
implicate areas of possible concern for MBS wilderness managers and field personnel (eg.
Hypothesis Five).

First o f all, in examining Tables 11 and 12, trends between individual setting attributes and
the ratings o f those attributes by the four MBS wilderness visitor types can be seen.
Though setting attribute ratings of importance and performance between visitor
experience segments varied, general patterns can be seen where experience types tend to
rate specific wilderness setting attributes similarly from low to high. For example, each
MBS wilderness visitor segment saw attributes such as cleanliness o f area and high
degree o f naturalness as being very important (Table 11) while each of those wilderness
visitor segments rated few rules and restrictions and pit toilets as being of moderate
importance to their ideal wilderness setting.

These types of similarities are even more apparent when comparing the plots of mean
scores of wilderness setting attributes, by MBS visitor experience segment, on the
importance-performance matrices shown in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 For all four MBS
wilderness visitor experience segments the setting attributes of seeing hearing fe ^ ’ others,
privacy o f the area, and little evidence o f other peoples presence are located within the
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Concentrate Here quadrant. On the other hand, of Low Priority to all four segments is
the setting attribute seeing lots o f other people. It is obvious from these results that MBS
wilderness visitors, generally speaking, are expecting to find those types of attributes
associated with getting away from other people What this implicates for MBS wilderness
professionals is that there should be more emphasis on trying to establish what types and
location o f wilderness visitor encounters are appropriate for their wilderness area that will
ultimately result in a more satisfying wilderness experience for their visitors.

Also, as indicated in the Concentrate Here quadrant relative to the four MBS wilderness
visitor experience segments, there is more evidence o f land management activities,
whether past or present, than is satisfactory to MBS wilderness visitors. This again is
directly related to the presence of other human beings and their manipulating and/or
changing the landscape in some way, shape, or form. From a MBS wilderness
management perspective, it may be advantageous to determine what types of management
activities exist in their area, determine what activities are the greatest source of wilderness
visitor dissatisfaction, conceal or curtail those activities as is appropriate, and educate the
wilderness visitor in the rational behind those past and/or present land management
activities.

On the other hand, in the Keep Up The Good Work quadrant by far the majority of
wilderness setting attributes are those directly related to the natural condition of the
wilderness resource. Examination of Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 reveals that the five setting
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attributes cleanliness o f the area, high degree o f naturalness, low amount o f
development, condition o f natural features, and clean air, clear vistas consistently fall
within this quadrant. What this implies is that MBS wilderness professionals are doing a
good job of keeping their wilderness areas in a natural condition that is acceptable to
wilderness visitors. However, MBS wilderness professionals must be cautious in their
interpretation of these results for several reasons. First of all, wilderness visitors
perceptions of what constitutes an acceptable wilderness condition may differ from that of
wilderness professionals. This may be due to what Hammit and Cole (1987), Hendee and
Pyle (1971), Marion and Lime (1986), and Shelby et al. (1988) refer to as recreation
participant's indifference to and lack of sensitivity or knowledge to recognize impacts to
the natural resource. MBS wilderness visitors may have, as Marion and Lime (1986)
believe, limited perceptions of the normal wear and tear impacts that occur in wilderness
and do not find such impacts very disturbing.

Also, many MBS wilderness professionals believe that resource impacts do exist in their
wilderness areas. Redman (personal communication, 1996) contributes some of the
discrepancy between MBS wilderness professionals and visitors as being a result of
changes that have gradually occurred to the wilderness resource. He feels that most MBS
wilderness visitors today have spent their time in wilderness areas that have a variety of
different types of natural resource impacts. These wilderness visitors compare the
naturalness of the area only to those conditions of naturalness they have experienced in
their past. As a result, these wilderness visitor's perceive MBS wilderness areas as being
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in good natural condition when in fact they are not

These factors should be taken into consideration when making wilderness management
decisions regarding wilderness resource impacts. However, it is very important for
wilderness professionals to realize that endless opinions of what constitutes a resource
impact and how to most appropriately manage these impacts exists. There is no true right
or wrong perspective, and to best manage wilderness for the social, managerial, and bio
physical resources that it contains; wilderness professionals must strive to put aside their
personal biases and incorporate all available information into their decision making
processes.

Areas o f Possible Overkill, as seen in the importance-performance matrices illustrated in
Figures 3 ,4 , 5, and 6, are also similar across MBS wilderness visitor experience segments.
However, there is no apparent underlying connection between these MBS wilderness
setting attributes as was exhibited within the Concentrate Here, Low Priority, and Keep
Up The Good Work quadrants. The wilderness setting attributes of campsite conditions,
helpfulness o f employees, appropriate developments, and large recreation area size fall
within this quadrant or are located on the line separating Possible Overkill from Keep Up
The Good Work or Low Priority. Apparently MBS wilderness visitors are very satisfied
with the performance of these setting attributes but do not find them particularly important
to their idea of an ideal wilderness setting. MBS wilderness professionals may be able to
justify, in these times of dwindling budgets and increased work loads, not allocating
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additional resources to managing for these particular types of setting attributes. However,
as previously implied, relative unimportance to wilderness visitors does not necessarily
mean that it is appropriate for wilderness professionals to disregard the continued
management of the wilderness area for desired levels of these attributes. Wilderness
management goals and objectives must also be taken into consideration.

Generally speaking, from the results illustrated in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6, MBS wilderness
professionals can assume some homogeneity when managing for the wilderness visitor
segments Adventurers, Enthusiasts, Passive Players, and Escapist's. It should be noted,
however, that scores of importance and performance relative to individual setting
attributes do differ between MBS wilderness visitor segments, even though many of the
attributes found within quadrants across all four visitor segments are similar. For
example, large recreation area size is found within the Possible Overkill quadrant across
all four visitor segments but carries different degrees of importance and performance
within that quadrant with respect to a particular visitor segment. However, similarities of
wilderness setting attributes within quadrants intuitively suggests that if you manage for a
particular attribute, say for instance little evidence o f other peoples presence, this would
address the concerns o f all four visitor segments, and as such lessens the complexity of
managing for a more diverse group o f wilderness visitors.

The location of setting attribute scores on the importance-performance grid relative to
trail conditions, p it toilets (backcountry), information map o f the area, and few rules or
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restrictions differ depending on the type of MBS wilderness visitor experience segment
These four wilderness setting attributes do not fall within a particular quadrant across
experience segments. As such, MBS wilderness professionals should address these four
attributes based on the type of visitor experience segment they feel most represents the
character of their particular wilderness area For example, in a very remote and rugged
area it may be more appropriate to manage for Adventurers and/or Escapists than for
Enthusiasts or Passive Players.

As was previously discussed, the results of importance-performance analysis are
influenced by the placement of the origin (crosshairs). For this study the overall
importance and performance mean relative to each individual visitor experience segment
was used. This method was chosen because it was felt that it would best represent
individual visitor segment setting attribute scores of importance and performance. The
use o f other methods to determine origin placement (ie. the combined importance and
performance mean of all identified visitor segments), however, could change the position
o f setting attributes on the matrix (importance-performance grid) and dramatically
influence data interpretation. Wilderness professionals using Importance-Performance
analysis should carefully consider what is the most scientifically sound method of origin
placement and not be influenced by what method gives them the "most appealing" results.

Study Limitations and Future Research
The overall conceptual framework designed and tested for this thesis has been proven
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acceptable as a tool in the analysis of wilderness visitor expectations and experiences.
However, some modifications to or extensions of the conceptual model could work to
strengthen conclusions based on the model.

First o f all, only eleven recreation experience scale items (Driver, 1977) were used for this
study to determine the types of experiences MBS wilderness visitors desired (refer to
question 16, Appendix D). This small number of the possible 43 experience scales
developed and tested by Driver (1977) may have limited the number of experience
domains (eg. solitude/nature) identified by this study.

Future research could benefit by the use of a more comprehensive list of experience scales
in determining whether additional domains exist for MBS wilderness visitors. Additional
experience scales could conceivably increase the number of different segments identified
through cluster analysis (ie. Adventurers, Escapists, etc.). Increased numbers of visitor
segments may bring out setting attribute dififerences, through the Importance-Performance
analysis process, that would not have been recognized with a more limited number of
segments.

Also, the use of Driver's experience scales (1977) may produce results too general to be
applicable to many aspects of wilderness management. For example, knowing that a
group of MBS wilderness Adventurers exist that are seeking those types of experiences
associated with solitude/nature and challenge/improvement may not be enough to
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determine what types of micro level approaches are necessary to manage for these types of
individuals.

Even though these broad based expectations of experiences help to provide insight into
the overall experiences desired by MBS wilderness visitors it could be advantageous in
future research to incorporate a more site specific micro level approach such as that
recommended by Kuentzel (1989). Kuentzel’s (1989) micro level approach looks at, for
example, those types of setting attributes (ie. white water rapids, vegetation types, historic
features, scenic viewpoints, etc.) that make one setting unique from another. These types
o f answers may strengthen MBS wilderness managers ability to more easily identify and
address those specific setting attributes that facilitate the attainment of positive wilderness
experiences for their management area.

In conclusion, Importance-Performance analysis has proven to be a useful management
tool in the evaluation and interpretation of wilderness visitor's expectations of setting
attributes. It is this authors opinion that this analysis procedure should be continued to be
used in the future. However, additional research based on exploring, for example, the
placement o f the origin, is recommended and would help to strengthen the utility of
Importance-Performance analysis.
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Code Sheet
M t. B a k e r D istric t
Campgrounds
BL=Baker Lake Reson
DF=Douglas Fir
SF=Silver Fir
MC=MarbIe Creek
SH=Shannon Creek
HC=Horseshoe Cove

Picnic/Day Use
HCP=Horseshoe Cove Picnic Area
ART=Artist Point Scenic Vista

Trails/Backcountry
AW=Anderson-Watson Lakes
SM=Schrieber Meadows
NL=Nonh Lakes Area
TL=Twin Lakes Area
MB=Mt. Baker Climbers

Public Service Center
GLR=Glacier Public Service Center
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JULY
96
Sunday

M onday

T u e sd a y

W e d n e sd a y

T h u rsd ay

Friday

Saturday

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22
5 pm
8 am
5 pm
8 am

23
8 am HC
12 pm HCP

24
5 pm
8 am
5 pm
8 am

30
Conv. SM
Conv. GLR
5 pm SH

31
5 pm HC
12pm ART
Conv. AW
Conv. TL
Conv. MB

25
Conv.
Conv.
Conv.
Conv.

NL
TL
GLR
MB

26
Conv.
Conv.
Conv.
Conv.
Conv,

TL
MB
AW
NL
SM

27
Conv. GLR

28
Conv. GLR

29

BL
DF
SF
MC
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BL
DF
SF
MC

AUGUST
97

Sunday

M onday

T u e sd a y

W ed n esd a y

T h u rsd ay

Friday

Saturday

1

2
Conv. MB
Conv. TL
12pm ART

3
5 pm HC

4

5
Conv. GLR
Conv. MB

6

7
8 am SH
12pm HCP
Conv.GLR
Conv. MB

8
8 am HC
Conv. TL

9
5 pm
5 pm
Conv.
Conv.
Conv.
Conv.

10
Conv. TL
8 am SH
8 am HC

11
5 pm BL

12

13
Conv. TL
Conv. MB

14
Conv. AW

15
8 am BL
8 am SF
Conv.GLR
12pm ART

16
Conv.
Conv.
Conv.
12pm

17
12pm HCP
Conv. GLR

18
8 am HC

19
5 pm SH

20
Conv.GLR

21
Conv, TL
Conv. MB

22
5 pm DF
5 pm MC

23
8 am
8 am
Conv.
Conv.

24

25
Conv. GLR

26

27
5 pm HC
12pm ART

28
Conv. SM
Conv.GLR

29
5 pm SH
Conv, AW
12pm HCP
Conv. TL
Conv. MB

30
Conv. TL
Conv. MB
12pm ART

DF
MC
TL
MB
GLR
SM
NL
TL
MB
ART

BL
SF
TL
MB

31
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SEPTEMBER
98
Sunday

M onday

T u e sd a y

W e d n esd a y

1

T hu rsd ay

Friday

Saturday

2
5 pm HC
Conv. GLR
12 pm HCP

3
Conv. TL
Conv. MB

4

8 am HC
12pm ART

5
Conv. NL
Conv. GLR
Conv. SM

6
Conv. TL
Conv. MB
Conv. NL
12pm ART
Conv. GLR

7
8 am DF

8

9
8 am SH
8 am MC

10
5 pm BL
5 pm SF
Conv.GLR

11
Conv. TL
Conv. MB

12
12pm ART

13
8 am
Conv.
Conv.
Conv.

14
Conv. GLR

15
12pm HCP

16

17
8 am SH
12pm HCP

18
Conv.GLR

19
5 pm HC
Conv. TL
Conv. MB

20
Conv. TL
Conv. MB
12pm ART

21

22
Conv. GLR

23

24
Conv. TL
Conv. MB

25

26
Conv. GLR

27
Conv. TL
Conv. MB

28
5 pm HC

29

30

HC
TL
MB
AW
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S a m p lin g Schedule, for M t. B a k e r R a n o e r D is tr ic t

Cam pgrounds f# o f campsites')

Site

Sampling periods

TCPSP

Baker Lake Resort(30)

5

10

Douglas Fir(30)

5

10

Silver Fii(21)

5

10

Marble Creek(23)

5

10

Shannon Creek(5)

7

7

Horseshoe Cove(34)

12

17

Total

39

450

Sample dates

Picnic/Dav use areas

Site

Sampling periods

TCPSP

Artist Point

10

20

Horseshoe Cove

7

10

Total

17

270
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Sample dates
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Traüheads/Backcounrp.' areas

Site

Sampling periods

TCPSP

Anderson-Watson Lakes

5

10

Schriebers Meadow

5

10

North Lakes

5

10

Mt. Baker

20

10

Twin Lakes

20

10

Total

55

550

Sample dates

Public Service Center

Site
Glacier PSC

Sampling periods
20

TCPSP
10
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Interviewer Script
Good (morning,afternoon, evening). My name is

Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie

National Forest is conducting a survey o f visitors to the forest. We are selecting people today
fo r participation in this survey. Your cooperation would aid forest managers and planners in
making appropriate decisions in the future. Completion o f the questionnaire should take only
15 minutes o f your time. Would you like to participate?

[If No]

Thank you fo r your time. Have a great visit at Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie.

[If Yes]

Thank you.

I would like to ask you a few questions.

Ask the Front-end Data questions (Fill O ut Legibly in Pencil OnlyFront-end Data Sheet)
1-What is your Zip Code?
1-What is your primary acdvity on this trip?
3-What is your group size?
4-How many days will you spend in this area (at this site)?
5-Have you been to this National Forest site before?

E nter ID num ber of the questionnaire packet you are handing out (on

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

front-end data sheet).

Inside is a questionnaire with a letter that tells you more about our
study. Just return U when you get it completed. Thank you very much
and enjoy your visit to Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest.
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Dear National Forest Visitor;
W elcom e to Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest. We hope that
your visit here will be most enjoyable. To better provide the
facilities and recreation opportunities that best meet your needs, the
Mt. B aker-Snoqualm ie National Forest is conducting a survey of
National Forest visitors.
W e would like to ask you some questions regarding your visit to
the forest, activities in which you participated, and how satisfied you
are with the facilities on the forest. Information from this study will
be used by the Forest Service and public agencies in their recreation
m anagem ent planning process.
Please take a few minutes to fill out the questionnaire as it relates to
your g ro u p ’s visit to this National Forest site. Only a few visitors
will be included in this study so your response is very important.
Responses will be considered strictly confidential. Respondents
will not be identified with their responses.
Once the questionnaire is completed, simply drop it in any mailbox.
T h an k you for participating in the study and for the prompt
com pletion of this questionnaire. Have a great trip!

D en nis E. B schor
F o rest S upervisor
Mt. B aker-Snoqualm ie National Forest

21905 64th Ave. W.
M ountlake Terrace, W A 98043
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W a sh in g to n
F orest
V isito r
S tudy

Th

e

M

t.

B a k e r -Sno q u alm ie N a t io sa l F orest
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W a sh in g t o n
MT.

Study
^VAT/0A'.4U

f o r e s t v is it o r

Please answer all questions as they relate to this visit to Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie.
I - T R IP P R O F IL E
Q -I. Have you ever been to this site before?

O

NO

Q-2. How long will you be staying at this site?

O

YES

DAYS

If one day only, h o w many hours will you be staying at this s ite?

HOURS

Q-3. How many days will you spend in Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie on this trip'!*

DAYS

Q-4. How many days total will you be away from home on this trip?
Q-5. D id y o u p la n f o r this trip m o re than a w e e k in a d v a n c e ?

O

DAYS
NO

O

YES

Q-6. For which of the fo llo w in g reasons did you choose this site rather than another place.
Check all that apply.

G
G
G
G

C l o s e TO H o m e
E a s y t o GET t o
B e e n HERE b e f o r e
S c e n i c BEAUTY

G G ood fa c ilitie s
G S p iritu a l re a s o n s
G INEXPENSIVE
G R ecom m ended

G W a n te d t o t r y a new a r e a
G O th e r a re a s to o cro w d ed
G V i e w SPECIFIC ATTRACTION
G O t h e r _________________________

Now, please c i r c l e the reason which was the m o s t i m p o r t a n t .
Q-7. Which one o f the following statements best describes why you are at Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie?
Check one box.

G
G
G

Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie is my main destination on this trip.
Mt. Baker-Snoqualm ie is one of several destinations on this trip.
I'm just passing through Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie on my w ay to some other destination.

Q-8. Will you visit any other sites in Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie this trip?

G

NO

G

YES

Q-9. W hat site or area is your main destination in Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie on this visit?
______________ ____ __________________ ______________(name o f site or area)
Q - 10. Including this trip, how many visits to Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie have you made in the last 12
months'’

_______ visits in past 12 months {including this visit)

Q - 1 1. Including this trip, how may total visits have you made to Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie ?

G

O NE V IS IT

{this visit only)

G
G

2 TO 5 VISITS TOTAL
6 to 10 VISITS TO TAL

G
G

11 TO 2 0 VISITS TOTAL
OVER 20 VISITS TOTAL
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II- ACTIVITIES
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W h a t activ ities did y o u o r any g ro u p m e m b e r participate m o r an ticip ate p a n ic ip a tin s in
d u r i n g y o u r visit to this N a ti o n a l F o r e s t ? Check all that apply.

□

A U T O /R V CAMPING

□

ON-ROAD BICYCLING

□

N A TU R E STUDY

□

T ent

□

M o u n t a i n B i c y c l i n ’g

□

CULTUrRAL/HlSTORICAL SITE

□

B A C K C O U N TR Y C A M P IN G

□

O F F -R O A D O R V

□

V isit o r C e n te r

□

Day

□

H o r s e b a c k R id in g

□

PICNICKING

□

IN TERPRETIVE TR.AILS

□

M o u n t a in C l im b in g

□

CANOEING / K.AYAKING

□

G u id e d W

□

R O C K C LIM B IN G

□

POW ER-BOATING

□

I n t e r ?. P r e s e n t a t i o n s

□

O u t f it t e d T r ip

□

SW IM M ING

□

H U N T IN G ( g /G

□

V IE W IN G SCENERY BY C A R

□

GATHERING FIREWOOD

□

H U N T IN G (g/R D S )

□

D r iv in g

for

□

C o l l e c t in g B e r r ie s

□

FISH IN G (C R E EE OR g/V'ER j

□

V ie w in g

w il d l if e

□

FISH IN G ( lA E E )

□

PHOTOGR.APHY / PAINTING

□

ORIENTEERING

□

Ot h er :

c a m p in g

h ik in g

alks

G/tA/E)

Pleasure

actatty

OR MUSHROOMS

□

S p e c ia l E v en ts

Now, please circle the aciivity which was the m ost im p o rta n t.

HI - VISITOR N E E D S . PER C E P T IO N S A ND SA T ISFA CTIO N
Q -13. For the following facilities and services, please indicate if new or additional facilities or
services are needed or if existing facilities or services should be improved at this site.

DRINKING w a t e r

Existing is
Adequate

Improve
Existing

Need
More

Not
Applicable

Don't
Know

□

□

□

□

□
□

□

^

RESTROOMS

□

□

□

□

PARKING / ACCESS TO SITE

□

□

□

□

INTERPRETIVE TR AILS

□

□

□

□

□

HIKING TRAILS

□

□

□

□

□

W H EELC H AIR ACCESS

n

□

□

□

□

IN FO R M ATIO N ON AREA

□

□

□

□

□

IN F O R M A T IO N A L SIGNS

n

□

□

□

□

CAMPSITES

□

□

□

□

□

P IC N IC S IT E S

□

□

□

□

□

RV HOOKUPS

□

□

□

□

□

RV DUMPS

□

□

□

□

□

SHOWERS

□

□

□

□

□

C A M P STORE

□

□

□

□

□

VISITOR CENTERS

o

□

□

□

D

ROAD CONDITIONS

□

□

N/A

□

□

circle the facilitv or service which was the m ost im p o r ta n t
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For Questions Q-14 to Q-16, please rate each item listed.
First rate the importance o f each item as it contributes to an ideal setting for vour activities
Rate importance in the IM PO R T A N C E block.
Then, rate your satisfaction with each item at this site.
Rate satisfaction in the SA T ISFA C TIO N block.

Q-14. R e c r e a t i o n E x p e r i e n c e s
IM PO R T A N C E ridgnl jhgj
NOT AT ALL

EXTREMELY

SATISFACTION (this site)
NOT AT ALL

EXTREM ELY

DON'T

IM P O R T A N T

High degree of solitude
High degree o f self reliance
Closeness to nature
Using outdoor skills
High risk and challenge

1
1
I
]

2
2
2
■)
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

DK
DK
DK
DK
DK

1

Behavior o f other people
Little conflict with other users
Meeting new people
High level of safety & security
Low risk or challenge
High degree of convenience

1
1
1
1
1
t

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

DK
DK
DK
DK
DK
DK

Q-15. R e c r e a t i o n Facilities a n d Services
SATISFACTION ft/iA j h c ;

IM PO RTA N CE fiWcn/
E X TR E .M E L V
IM P O R T A N T

NOT AT ALL
IM P O R T A N T

Drinking water
RV hookups
RV dumps
Parking
Roaded recreation access
W heelchair access
Garbage collection

i
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
1
2
2
2
2

3

Campsite conditions
Ability to reserve a campsite
Showers
Trail conditions
Flush toilets
Pit toilets {in the backcountry)

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
2
2

Information / map of area
Reasonable fees
nf Inrntinp '<ite
iployees
if developments
cilities
a

1
1
I
1
1
1
1

1
n

2
2
1

2
1
1
2
1

EXTREMELY
SA TISFIED

N O T A T A LL
SATISFIED

DONT
KNOW

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

DK
DK
DK
DK
DK
DK
DK

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
3
5

1
I
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

DK
DK
DK
DK
DK
DK

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
s
5
5
s

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
s

DK
DK
DK
DK
DK
DK
DK

3
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Q - 16. R e c r e a tio n S ettings
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IMPORTANCE ffV/en/ jifej
NOT AT ALL

EXTREMELY

1V1r v_zr\ I r\ ,Ni

1Air'

1^ N1

SA TISFA CTIO N (this su<.,
NOT AT ALL

EXTREMELY

D O N 'T

iA MSt-lhO

SA TtSFIED

KNOW

High degree o f naturalness
Large recreation area size
Seeing/hearing f e w others
Few rules or restrictions
Low amount o f development
Privacy of area

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4

Condition o f natural features
Seeing lots of other people
Clean air, clear vistas
Little evidence o f land
management activity
Little evidence other
people’s presence

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3

4
4

5
5
5
5

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4

3
3
3

4
4

4
4
4
4

4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

DK
DK
DK
DK
DK
DK

5
5
5
5

DK
DK
DK
DK
DK

Q -17. Did good weather influence your decision to visit Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie today?
□

Yes,

g o o d w e a t h e r s t r o n g l y i n f l u e n c e d .m y d e c i s i o n .

O

Yes,

g o o d w e .a t h e r

□

N o , WE.ATHER d i d NOT INFLUENCE MY DECISION.

S l ig h t l y

i n f l u e n c e d .m y d e c i s i o n .

Q - IS. Overall, how satisfied were you with your trip to Mt. Baker-Snoqualmiei’
l3

VERY D is s a t is f ie d

O

d is s a tis fie d

O

n e u tra l

O

s a tis fie d

G

\'E r y s a tis fie d

Q -19. How likely are you to make a return visit to this site in the next 12 months!'

G

v e ry u n lik e ly

g

u n lik e ly

g

NOT s u re

G

L IK E L Y

G\

ERY L I K E L Y

IV - E X P E N D IT U R E IN FO R M A T IO N
Q-20. For this trip to Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie, what were your group's expenditures in the
following categories? H o w m uch o f this was s pe nt before y o u left hom e?
SPENT BEFORE
LEAVING HOME

T otal
E x p e n d it u r e s

L O D G IN G {motel, hotel, campground, lodge)

S

S

F O O D (restaurant, bar. snacks, groceries)

S

S

T R A N S P O R T A T IO N (yn.v, oil. repairs, rental)

S

S

RETAIL SA LES (souvenirs, film, expendable items) S

s

S ERV ICES {medical, dental, etc.)

S

S

O TH ER (admissions, licenses, etc.)

S

s
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V - B A C K G R O U N D IN F O R M A T IO N
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Finally, we have a few questions about your group. You will not be identified with vour answers.
Questions 21 through 24 refer to the group you are traveling with todav.
Q - 2 1. W ho are you traveling with in your group? Check one box.
O

ALONE

O FRIENDS

□

Fa m il y

□

Fa m il y

O CLUB, CLASS, ORG.ANIZED GROUP
and

F r ie n d s □

B u sin e ss

a sso c ia t e s

Q-22. Including yourself, how many people are in your traveling group and what are their asesi"
M a le s : _______ AGE(S);
F e m a le s :_______ AGE(S):

, _______. ______. ______ . ______ . ______

, ______ , _____ . _____ , ______ .____ _

Q-23. Do you or anybody in your group have any disabilities? Check all ihat applw

D
G

H e a r i n g IMPAIRED
S p e e c h IMPAIRED

D
G

V i s u a l l y im p a ire d

G

M o b i l it y im p aired

M e n t a l l y o r l e a r n i n g lm p a ire d

Q-24. Please describe the racial or ethnic identification of your group members. Check all rhea applw

G
G

G H isp a n ic
G A sian / O r i e n t a l

B la c k
W h ite

G N a tiv e a .m e ric a n
G O t h e r : ________________________

Questions 25 through 28 refer to your household, or the place where you currently live.
(For students a n d s o m e others, this m ay N O T he what you consider as your permanent residence. )
Q-25. What is your hom e zip code or postal c o d e ? ______________________
[If you live outside the U.S. or Canada, please lisi your counirxj
Q-26. How many people live in your household (at home), including yourself?
ADULTS

C h i l d r e n (U N D E R /S )

Q-27. For yourself and another primary wage earner in your household, please enter your education
and occupation.
Education: list either G r a d e School ( I -8), H igh School (9-12),
S o m e College, College G r a d , or P o s t- G r a d
Occupation: please list what you do, not your employer.
Yourself: E d u c a tio n _______________O c c u p a tio n _______________________ ___ ___
O ther Person: E d u c a tio n _______________O c c u p a tio n ______________________ ____ __

Q-28. W hat is your approximate household income before taxes? Check one box.

G

less than $10,000

G

$20.000-529,999

G

540,000-559,994

G

580.000-599.999

G

SI0,000-$19,999

G

530.000-539,999

G

560.000-579.999

G

5100,000 or more
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O N H O W TO I M P R O V E T H E M A N A G E M E N T O F T HI S A R E A ?

T H A N K S FOR Y O U R HELP A N D C O O P E R A T IO N - H AV E A G R E A T TRIP
T h e M l. B a k e r -S n o q u a lm ie N a t io n a l Forest and T h e U n iv e r s it y ot M on ta n a

P u b lic r e p o r t in g b u rd e n f o r this c o lle c t io n o f i n f o r m a t i o n is estim ated to average 20 m in ute s per response, in c lu d in g the
je tio n s , se a rch in g e x is t in g data sources, gathe rin g and m a in t a in in g the data needed, and c o m p le t in g
c t io n o f i n f o r m a t io n . Send c o m m e n t s re g a rd in g this b u rd e n estim a te or any o th e r aspect c l this
1 , in c l u d i n g suggestio ns f o r r e d u c in g this burden, to D e p a rt m e n t o f .Ag ric u lt u re . Cle arance O l i i c c r .
a sh in g to n . D C. 20250. and to the O f f i c e oi M a n a g e m e n t and B u d g e t. P a p e rw o rk R e d u c tio n Project
h in g t o n , D C. 20503.
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List of Setting Attributes Mean/Median Values in
Relation to Importance and Satisfaction
i.e. Q15ADI =Question 15, Amount of Devi
Q15ADS =Question 15, Amount of Devi

Variable

Mean

Valid
N

Q15ADI
Q15ADS
Q15CAI
Q15CAS
Q15CSCI
Q15CSCS
Q15HEI
Q15HES
Q15IMAI
Q15IMAS
Q15PTI
Q15PTS
Q15TCI
Q15TCS
Q17CACVI
Q17CACVS
Q17CNFI
Q17CNFS
Q17FR0RI
Q17FR0RS
Q17HDNI
Q17HDNS
Q17LADI
Q17LADS
Q17LELMI
Q17LELMS
Q17LEPPI
Q17LEPPS
Q17LRASI
Q17LRASS
Q17P0AI
Q17P0AS
Q17SHF0I
Q17SHF0S
Q17SL0PI
Q17SL0PS

2.95
4.13
4.38
4.36
3.60
4.15
3.48
4.51
3.79
3.79
3.16
3.72
3.98
4.09
4.67
4.48
4.59
4.28
3.45
4.00
4.66
4.35
4.42
4.12
4.09
3.84
4.20
3.48
3.23
4.12
4.33
3.93
4.13
3.60
1.57
3.46

553
396
665
630
629
513
638
533
654
557
657
530
664
627
689
654
674
646
687
645
698
681
692
667
669
642
693
666
671
592
694
662
693
666
692
626

Median
3.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
5.00
4.00
4.00
3.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
5.00
3.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
1.00
3.00
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